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— Editor’s Note —
You may have been to a mount island before. There are two types, maybe: one of a geological nature, the
other of an interior physiology. The latter type can be found right in your own body as the vague ringing of
potential (you have met someone new; your tasks are clear; you hear your memory singing). Seek it out to
provoke the joining of places apart—the long haul with the long rest, your face transposed over mine. This
interior kind has a top to reach, but the upside may also be the down.
Our cover art, and, as luck would have it, each piece included in this volume, reflects a different
shade of the upside-downness of our experiences, the distortions of the image in the mirror. We’ve collected poems that give voice to animal lives and allow relationships to speak as the strange creatures they are:
Dalton Day hounding at survival and Emily O’Neill stabled in the city; Benjamin Clark taking pains for kinship. The oil paintings of Bobby DiTrani will lead you along the borders of an industrial folkland, and there
be doppelgängers and new goliaths. Lisa Lanser Rose’s “The Evolution of the Canine Race” pries open a
suburban couple’s marriage with pressuring visions of an encroaching countryside, and in Eric Boyd’s “The
Sun is Far Away”, prison time lingers with a released man, and his girlfriend’s optimism begins to distort.
In Matt Kushin’s “Wully and The Get Together” a surreally forthright boy witnesses a disturbing change in
his father; in Tom Darin Liskey’s “Along the Rosebud” an aging Montana landowner weighs the value of her
nephew’s lust for oil money against her visits from the dead and gone. Robert D. Vivian extracts blood and
splendor from a humble object of sport in “How to Rescue a Softball”, and Richard Kostelanetz’s satirical
essay, “The Great Sulphitic Theory”, uses an insightful new language to lay down the law of social binaries
and universals. Finally, for this volume’s music feature, the band Steve Jr. gives us their thoughts on composition, artistic community, and geography in creativity.
So—you’ve met someone new.  You hear your memory singing.  If you can find your mount island,
meet us there, and we can be an interior community, upside-down in a strange geography and ringing with
potential.

Desmond S. Peeples
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Jellyfish

		Ben Aleshire

Thinner than silk, we long to clothe you.
  We have so many fingers & no one to touch.
We cannot understand our own power:
they call us evil they call us cruel
but how could we deceive you?
We are clearer than any windowpane.
We throw ourselves onto the sand
trying to embrace you.

(We have so much love
that we glow in the dark)

for Dre
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Lamb

Ben Aleshire

Though they will never meet me,
I was born to keep
countless others warm
through the winters of their lives.
I have no wishes of my own,
only to give of myself,
& to wander these pastures
with my thoughts, which
no one who hasn’t given everything
of themselves, over & over,
could ever understand.
for Jesse
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Burial

Oil on canvas, 2013
Bobby DiTrani
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The Evolution of the
Canine Race
				Lisa Lanser Rose

“… the trees stopped coming, orbs of light hung low in
the sky like dissolving moons, and he stopped dead on
mown grass.”

When planes take off from the Richfield airport, passengers look down to see toy cars jerk along brush-stroke
roads. Plastic cows teeter on a painted particleboard lawn beneath the bristle of a model tree. Forest to farm,
farm to neighborhood, neighborhood to strip mall, acres move toward their best and highest use. Building
has stopped, houses stand vacant, and the forest moves weeds and saplings back into the neighborhood.
Looking down, Mark spots the box he knows to be Fantasy Fair Day Care, which has a pool, a small sky-colored rectangle. Minikin children run across more particleboard to wave at the plane.
Forehead against the window, he tries to pick out his house in Birch Hill, but the developments all
look like diagrams of the same lung: boulevard to bronchus, cul-de-sac to air sac.
The Birch Hill house sits on a cul-de-sac, the back yard carved out of virgin forest. In the mornings, Mark’s wife Jennifer takes her cup of coffee outside to study the wall of trees. Densely spaced, they
have planted themselves without any forethought. Underbrush and ivy clog the way. “Only squirrels can get
around,” she once said.
“We’ll get a pellet gun,” Mark said. She hates living there, he knows. But he bought the house for
her. If she were grateful, he’d be happy to sell it and move back to the city or anyplace else with her. But she’s
not.
She does like that the trees stop the sky from watching her like a wide, flat eye. There’s just a squint
overhead, only a little wider than the sky above Manhattan. But in the city, you can step out the door and practically teleport anywhere. Here, not even light cuts between the trunks. Here, the only way out is one road.
The development is a twenty-five-minute drive from the first decent strip mall.
The New York Times appears in a plastic sleeve on the doorstep every morning, rolled dry and dense
as a mummy. When the mornings are warm, Jennifer takes her coffee to the wrought-iron table and chairs
teetering on the lawn. They should be on a patio, framed by flowerbeds and wrapped by a picket fence, but
in five years Mark has not called a contractor. The dewy grass dampens her slippers, and she shivers in her
Polarfleece robe. It’s so quiet that even the birds peep softly, afraid to be found out. This Saturday morning,
though, before she takes the last cold sip of coffee and goes back inside, she reads that a coyote has been
caught in Central Park. “Originally a resident of the American West,” the article reads, “coyotes (Canis
latrans) have dramatically expanded their range and may now be found throughout the Northeast.”
Slapping down the paper, Jennifer stands up. Two hours from Manhattan, the forest faces her, a wall
of leaves a mile thick. It seems impenetrable, but sometimes deer step through that wall like dainty ghosts.
When they were planning to leave the city, nobody said, “What are you going to do about the coyotes?” Most
people just laughed to picture Mark on a riding mower. If the animal invaded Central Park, how much more
likely this very yard? A coyote could be watching her right now.
When she runs inside she keeps going, all the way upstairs to the bed to cry. It’s wrong to be crying
here, boxed beneath a high-peaked ceiling twelve feet at the apex, in the middle of a modern trapezoidal
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room, beneath the great arched window, high on their king-sized, fashionably pillow-heaped bed, on the
second floor of the thirtieth house in the elysian development of Birch Hill, each house a pastel variation of
the other. Unlike many of their neighbors, Mark and Jennifer are not exactly upside-down. They would sell at
a loss, but it would be as if they’d paid rent the last five years. That’s what she tells him.
Mark has been gone for three days, and Jennifer has never felt so unsafe.
“Hello?” A faint male voice says, muffled like an elf trapped in the nightstand drawer. “Are you
okay?”
Tilting her head, Jennifer zeroes in on her phone, which says again, “Hello!”
She picks it up. “Who is this?”
“You called me,” the man says. “My phone rang, and I answered it and heard crying.”
“The phone was just sitting here!” Jennifer’s nose runs, and her gaze ricochets around the room.
“Who are you?”
The man gives his number, but she can’t listen. “I didn’t call anyone!”
“Are you all right?”
“Yes.” She sits down, awed. After five years of confused suburban misery, perhaps this man was sent
to change the course of her life.
“You sure?”
He sounds like a much older man, and Jennifer imagines him an archangel until he marvels about the
telephonic mishap, and then it hits that he’s just a man in his own house in his own life that has nothing to do
with her.
“You take care of yourself now,” he says.
“We have coyotes!” Saying it makes it real. “Maybe they’re chewing on the wires.”
“More likely it’s a rat or a squirrel.” There’s a squelched bemusement in his voice.
“Oh.” She stretches across the bed to fetch a tissue. “We have rats in the city.” Rats she can handle.
“Most likely it’s mice.” Polite and abrupt, he hangs up.
She shuts off her phone. Coyotes are circling her house, mice are chewing the wires inside, and
strangers are eavesdropping in her bedroom. She was safer in the city. She turns the phone back on and
listens for anyone else on the line. It was just a hiccup in the system. But how did her phone come on without
her pushing TALK? A psycho-killer is in the basement wielding wire-clippers and electrical tape. A radar-eluding spaceship full of insectoid scientists has aimed a wormhole at her ultra-slim cordless phone.
She really needs to take that screenwriting class.
“Classes turn you into somebody else,” Mark had snarled. “You want to be somebody else?”
She misses Susan, her best friend from Columbia who still lives on Seventh Avenue, but she’s been
calling her too often, sometimes twice a week. She needs to be eighteen again and going off to college. Or
she needs a new best friend. Jennifer cradles herself against her embroidered silk pillows and stares at the
phone. “I’d like to just hang up,” she tells it.
—
The Saturday morning sun has risen high enough to smack the bare new houses on Birch Hill. Jennifer’s
husband in his sweats, having just returned from the gym at Science Park, yanks open the refrigerator door,
swings out the Gatorade bottle, spins off the top, and chugs. He leans on the counter, even though he isn’t
tired. His racquetball partner Jerry had come late and left early. “You know how it is,” Jerry said, sheepish,
trying to wrap his wrist and pull on goggles and pelt the ball into the court all at the same time, as if he could
make up lost court time. Jerry is fat and a father.
No, Mark had thought, I don’t know how it is. “You’ve got a phone.”
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“I could’ve called. I should’ve,” Jerry admitted. “I’ve got no control over my own time.”
Jerry shouldn’t have said that. Mark runs his hand over his granite countertop. What a dick Jerry is!
There isn’t one decent guy anywhere. Not one guy with a little time to play a good game and give you a little
exercise. People have no manners.
Mark covers his face with his hand. Too much light comes in the window. He wishes Jennifer would
get drapes, but she prefers the windows “cheerfully spare.” Leaving the windows uncovered was fine the first
year as long as they had a view of the horses and stable up the hill, but soon they had a view of bulldozers and
then the plain lemonade-yellow siding of the neighbor’s house.
Jennifer stomps into the kitchen, the rap of her heels cruel on the tile. She sits, slaps the fall semester course list across the table, and peruses it. Courses have been circled. Then she announces, “We’ve got
coyotes.”
“You’re not taking a night class,” Mark breathes heavily, pacing the floor. Truth is, Jerry didn’t even
wind him. They played . . . what? A total of twenty-five minutes? He holds the cold Gatorade bottle to his
carotid. “It’s spring semester.”
“You’ve gotta register now for fall.”
“But that doesn’t matter, because you’re not taking a class.”
“When I went out to get this morning’s paper I told that woman Mary about the coyotes, and she said
she’d seen them in her yard. It’s because so many people foreclosed and those lots have grown over. And you
can say she’s senile, but that guy you like? Fred? He saw one too.” Jennifer looks out the window as though a
pack might lope past gazebos and butterfly bushes while neighbors, children, and news crews give chase.
He tips his Gatorade toward the course catalogue. “That’s how it starts.” He’s seen two men lose
their wives to a college education. Two. “You’re shopping.” When Jennifer goes shopping, she always buys
something. He takes another loud swig. “We’re not buying you a college course.” He wishes he could stop
posturing as a winded jock. She always reminds him he has nothing to prove, but everybody has something
to prove. Right outside the window, his neighbor Frank, his head probably full of his coyote sighting, turns
quickly and ducks into his Escalade so they can both pretend they didn’t see each other. “I hate living in a
fucking window display.” Opening a cupboard, he pulls down a box of crackers and a jar of peanut butter.
Fingering the edge of the schedule she printed from the website, she seems to read the dog-eared
pages, but she says, “Maybe we’ll hear them howl. We should build an enclosure for our trash cans like the
Matthiases did when they had that raccoon.” She looks up with a pleading primate-like expression. The skin
around her jutting mouth is a little too tight, and there’s a crease that makes a perfect circle from her pug
nose, around her lips, under her chin. She has a monkey face. He spreads peanut butter on crackers and
savors his calm.
“There’re little children in the neighborhood, small dogs and cats. The Jamisons have a rabbit
outside in a hutch! The coyotes could attack me on my way to my car.” She smacks the countertop. “Can we
please clear out the garage so I can park inside?” She begins to redden and choke up. “It’s that Great Dane,
Queenie, when I was a little girl. The one that burst through the screen door and killed Suzette right at the
end of her leash. I was still holding the leash!”
“Look, right now I’m angry at that fucking pantywaist Jerry. He came late and he left early. I mean, I
look forward all week—”
“Sweetie!” she cries. Wiping her eyes, she gives him her full attention. Very few people enjoy Mark’s
company. Maybe he’ll finally notice.
Before he speaks again, he makes sure she isn’t about to hug him. “Blockheads and pantywaists. I go
out in the world, I say, ‘Hey, how ’bout some racquetball?’ You know?”
“I know.” She can already hear herself tell Susan about this conversation, even as she reminds herself
she can’t keep calling Susan. She needs a local friend. They should ask Jerry and his wife to dinner.
Before she can cut in with the suggestion, Mark says, “I’m always the one to initiate. But nobody likes
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a friendly guy.” He reaches for a peanut butter cracker. “Remember Ted? Blew me off. Fucker.”
“People are busy.” It scares her when he gets upset. Once, he grabbed and shook her. “We’re good
people,” she says. “We don’t have kids, we’ve got cash to go out. We’re good-looking. Active.” She raises
both hands, smiling an orangutan smile. “No communicable diseases.”
“Look,” he says, drawing a circle in the air indicating the house. “We hide right here, like everybody
else.” He puffs. He’s actually sweating. His muscles from head to foot feel thick and ready. “We entertain
ourselves with our own family right here in this house.”
“What? I thought we agreed not to have kids.”
He measures whether or not he’s ready to tell her his plan. He’s not. “If we’re lucky, we’ll get killed
in a car wreck.”
—
Along the highway to the airport, four lanes of cars and trucks hurried like ants carrying shards of sun on
their backs. Sunlight crashed against the air, smashed itself into tiny suns—a hundred on this office building,
a thousand on this fence, a million in this sandbox. The light shifted the air, forcing it to rise and lap in waves
across the valley, puff, puff, hot and hissing in the trees all the way up to Birch Hill and on, and it puffed
through the night and the next day and on, so that the days passed like dry, insubstantial waves, between
which spritzed storms like shots of Windex that kept the air dazzling all through the valley and on. Taking
off from the Richfield airport at night, passengers noticed how the lights of the town had spread. At night,
the land lit up like a bone scan, the radioactive isotopes revealing the high metabolic activity of unchecked
growth.
After dark, fog moved in the trees like the gossamer hem on the dress of a giantess, but the young
coyote trotted on, accustomed to the way the gauzy air retreated at his pace. Trees materialized, one after
another, as if created and released from the magic fabric. His breath came cool and moist. Beads of it stood on
the bridge of his muzzle, dangled from his whiskers, bounced with his gait, and fell. Each night he ran, except
for the few he had spent snared by the scent of a bitch in heat. She kept him pacing in the woods beyond the
horse pasture, whining until finally she ran with him, then ran him off. He sensed more than saw the path,
smelled last autumn’s wet leaves rotting, followed the path as if it were a tunnel made of the scent of those
who used it: raccoon, deer, a man and a dog. Tonight, he could see the path because light suffused the fog.
The air glowed. Suddenly the trees stopped coming, orbs of light hung low in the sky like dissolving moons,
and he stopped dead on mown grass.
—
“It’s adorable,” Jennifer says, but not with enthusiasm. The grizzled brown puppy sits squat as a toad on the
cold tile, drearily gazing around the kitchen. Its pink and brown-speckled belly sags against the floor. “What
is it?”
“It’s a dog,” Mark snaps, even though he knows what she meant.
This was a good idea. The best ideas come like that, in a bolt. Like physics, all the forces converge
or something. His wife has been lonely and restless. She says she changed her mind about children because
of his temper, but the truth is her own inadequacy. She needs practice. She says she wants a cat, but a cat is
cheating. A dog needs you like a child needs you. Her affection for cats is another weakness. He should’ve
left her for her friend Susan when he’d had the chance. Susan has a mirrored wall in her bedroom and a need
to see herself being seen as “gymnastic.” But she refused to marry him and start a family, said she couldn’t do
that to Jennifer because they’ve been best friends since college. Now he’s got a plan—when he gets Jennifer
pregnant, he’ll quit taking the puddle-jumper back to Manhattan to Susan.
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So there are reasons Jennifer needs a puppy and not a cat or a college course. He was coming back
from Home Depot with the windows open to early summer sun, listening to Jimmy Buffet, when he roared
past the horse farm and saw the sign: PUPS READY. He did a K-turn right there, growled up the gravel drive
and got out of his car, inhaling horse stink. “I’m just thinking about it,” he said to the woman who trundled
out of the barn with black dogs spiraling out of her like some kind of multi-headed monster at the gate of hell.
The dogs sprang into his face, scratching and slobbering.
“Off!” she said, but the dogs were on him. The woman was fat and old and wearing a T-shirt printed
with a cartoon girl and the words, “The Bible is no fairytale, but in Jesus I live happily forever after.” An idiot.
Naturally the dogs didn’t listen to her.
“I’m Eileen,” she said and shook his hand.
“Are these the puppies?” he said, pushing away paws and muzzles. A small skinny dog slunk wide
around the pack, head down, yapping, looking at him sideways. One launched its hard wet nose right into his
eye. “Damn!” He looked around but saw no one other than this woman.
Hands in his jacket pockets, he followed Eileen’s broad back toward the barn door, past a pipe-metal
fence around hoof-churned mud. Four black-and-white dogs raced ahead of her and then whirled around,
flapping tongues and rolling eyes. She explained what a Border Collie was, how they’re from the Scottish
Highlands, they herd sheep, and they’re on TV, in commercials. One herded sheep into a cab on Late Night
with David Letterman.
While he followed her into the dark between empty stalls of ammonia-soaked straw, the skinny dog
kept to his heels. He thought he heard it growl. “Meg,” the woman scolded. The barn must’ve been ten degrees colder than the outside. Each stall gaped horror-movie black, and Mark wondered if he was about to be
hoisted into a wood-chipper for dog food. “Are the lights even on?”
As he passed one stall, the darkness moved itself. “Jesus!” It was the head of the largest horse he’d
ever seen.
“Abby,” the woman said.
Abby gleamed like a beast made of motor oil. Her enormous head and neck snaked from the stall to
block his path. Her lips thumped as she groped for his sleeve, a diplodocus risen from a tar pit.
“Just shove her.”
Abby lifted her nostrils, big as catcher’s mitts, and blew a gust of hot air in his face. He ducked under
her head and hurried on.
“Here,” Eileen said. She nodded at a stall and snapped on a yellow overhead light so he could squint
at four round-bellied pups that rolled and squealed, on and in and covered with sawdust. Two were black and
white, like the pack of dogs, two brown except for white noses and white paws. “They’re half Border Collie,
half German Shepherd,” she said. “The German Shepherd counters the hyper-activity you see here.” She tilted her head toward the pack that went to work tunneling out of the barn. Two were digging; two stood watch
like convicts.
City pigeons hooted in the rafters above Paul Bunyan’s horse. Checking his luminescent watch, Mark
decided to zip to the pet shop at Bald Eagle Center where he’d seen a flat-coated retriever pup.
He stepped back and bumped the skinny dog, who lashed at him, all teeth and high-pitched snarl.
“Hey!” he cried, surprised to find himself unhurt.
“She’s the mother.”
“Does this amuse you?”
Eileen let the question hang as she stood with her back to a heap of old farm tools piled against a wall,
probably antique and wasted on her. “No,” she decided. “They’re six weeks old. They’re weaned. Had their
shots. Fifty bucks.”
“They gonna grow up like her?”
She raised her eyebrows as if she hadn’t expected a good question. “Hormones.”
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He saw a lying smile on her face. Stupid woman. It’s how you raise them. When he was a kid he had
a cocker spaniel, and it knew not to jump on people. It went to its bed when they ate dinner. His mother had
trained it.
“You want a male or female?”
He shrugged. He probably should’ve given the matter more thought. “My wife needs a dog. We’re
starting a family.”
The woman leaned on the horse-gnawed wood of the stall door and gazed at the pups as if it was a
crime to sell him one. He was fed up with her. Then a draft brought him the scent of an apple barrel, chilled,
red, round skin.
Eileen slipped into the stall, shoving pups with her rubber boot. She lifted a black one. “I feed them
NaturaCare Ultra, the potato and duck meal.”
He realized he was going to buy one. He seemed to have decided earlier, but couldn’t pinpoint when.
He pulled the bills out of his wallet. “Not that one. She looks like the nasty bitch.” He pointed at a pup looking him in the face, a pretty animal, alert, dignified, brown and prick-eared. Like a German Shepherd.
The woman traded him paper for pup. “She’s got a hard temperament. She’ll need work.”
With his new puppy cradled on his arm, he shoved the giant horse head out of his way. The woman
followed him to his car. “Get the NaturaCare Ultra, the potato and duck meal. You can’t just switch her. In
two weeks she needs her eight-week shots. She’s got workin’ blood. She’ll need discipline and activity.”
Behind him the sound of Eileen’s footsteps stopped, but he kept going, didn’t look back. The open
spaces spilled far and wide under the bright sky.
“I’ll give you the name of a good trainer.”
“Look,” he said, shifting the puppy to the other arm and searching his pockets for his keys. He had
locked the door and couldn’t imagine why. “My wife and I have a big house and yard.” He felt the weight of
the puppy on his arm, the blood-and-bone heft. His car keys jingled in his fingers. “We’re fine.”
The woman gathered herself up as if she might snap at him like her rabid bitch, but he tossed the
puppy on the seat and was gone.
Now the pup just sits where he put it on the kitchen floor, and he’s afraid it’s defective until he remembers that he’d had trouble keeping it still in the car. It had cried.
“Is it a boy or a girl?” The pup sits wearing its white nose blaze and dark eye mask. “What’s it, part
husky?” Jennifer stands tall in her spike-heeled boots and leans her rump against the oak cabinets.
“It’s a female. Half Border Collie, half German Shepherd,” he says. “She takes after her father. He
probably got loose from this very development and found that pathetic bitch, poor guy.”
“Oh.” She just leans there, thinking hard, staring at it. “This isn’t going to make me drop the screenwriting class, you know.” Her monkey mouth twitches. “If we tie it out, the coyotes will kill it.”
“Why don’t you take a hunting class?” He glares until she squirms, then says, “I’ll make a chain-link
run.” The puppy gets up and walks, sniffing the floor and watching them sideways through one eye. Mark
notices with some irritation that she has her mother’s white blaze on her nose, a white stripe down her throat
to her belly. Her paws and tail-tip are white. Unlike her mother’s, the rest of her coat is grizzled brown and
black, her back saddled black like a Shepherd. With one glance at the whole dog, he sees she’s beautiful, so
beautiful the sight of her makes him sway against the counter.
“I’m going to finish my degree,” Jennifer says. “Or I’m going back to Manhattan and stay with Susan.”
Drawing a long breath, Mark holds it, wills her words away, and snorts. Then he’s calm again. “This
dog’s part Border Collie. You know, the ones that herd sheep into taxis on Letterman.” Jennifer smiles. The
breed is good enough for late-night television. With a thump in his muscles, Mark sees the dog grown and
racing after a Frisbee, leaping, her tail like rocket flames, snatching the disk out of the air: this is his dog. He
slides onto the tile beside the puppy to model caretaking behavior. “Aw, it’s a widdle baby.”
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“But it’ll get big. Why’s it just sitting there like that?”
“Wussa matter? You sleepy?” He’ll be a great father. The puppy lifts her bleary face to his, then
yawns a high-pitched, needle-toothed yawn. Jennifer finds two bowls for food and water. She makes a list:
Puppy Chow, leash, collar, squeak toy. She pulls a few pages from the newspaper, then wanders the kitchen,
but there’s no place to spread it. “We can’t ever let him go outside.”
“Wait.” Mark takes the paper from her and marches to the powder room. He covers the whole floor
with newspaper, backing out as he goes. “We’ve got three other bathrooms.” He whips the puppy off the
kitchen floor and sails her into the powder room. “This is your room, Ellie.”
“Ellie?”
“I don’t hear you coming up with anything.” He’s thinking of the sister he never had, the shadow-girl
he wished grew up alongside him, giving him the support he needed, so-named because his mother said that
if he’d had a sister she would’ve been named Ellie. He kisses the dog on the crown of her downy head.
The puppy recovers from her swoop to the bathroom, stands, sniffs, squats, and piddles on the paper.
“See?”
Jennifer changes the paper and then sits cross-legged in the doorway to stroke the puppy. “Good,”
Mark says. Jen rolls her eyes. He pauses, hoping to hear her use the dog’s name before he goes to print his
e-ticket for his flight to the city the next morning. “I’ve got some things to do upstairs.”
She laughs and shakes her head.
“What?” he says.
She scoops Ellie into her lap and leans over, covering her with her own body as if under gunfire.
—
Later, out on the porch in the night air, Eileen and her husband Jay rested their heads on each other’s shoulders, swaying in the doorway of a bona-fide family kitchen—orange-and-brown-flowered wallpaper, a milky,
nubby porcelain shade over the light bulb, a painted steel trash bin. Older than they were, the kitchen, like
the rest of the house, had gotten its clunky charm not from home decorating magazines and antique shops
but from decades of choices, some extravagant, some governed by need, others by haste or thoughtlessness,
some by inheritance and therefore by the taste or need or thoughtlessness of relatives. Jay hadn’t grown up
on the farm, but it had belonged to his grandfather, then his uncle, and he and Eileen had lived in it thirty-two
years.
The phone rang—just once. They looked at one another.
“Maybe it was the crying girl,” Jay said.
Eileen shrugged. “Do your business.” The black dogs clattered off the porch, dove into the dark, and
disappeared like fish in a lake. As if she’d waited for them to move out of earshot, she added, “I sold one of
the coy-dogs today.”
“Good.” Jay went up to his study, and Eileen waited for the dogs, neither one giving the fate of their
farm any further thought, for they had come ’round again to the same dead end. This time the approval of the
airport expansion had started Eileen thinking maybe they should sell and move. Six years before, it was the
hoity-toity development of Birch Hill, so-called because they planted birches next to the entrance sign. Jay
veered from his study door, turned instead toward the bedroom, and, without putting on the light, threw his
pants and shirt over the recliner near the bed, almost falling all the while and all the while puzzling that all
around him all his life friends, family, strangers had been moving and never in his life did he understand what
possessed them. Dire need, he could see. War. Drought. Plague. But mostly it was plain old confusion. He
slipped his body into the sixty-year-old bed, conscious of the bed’s age and that going to bed was like putting
aside a musical instrument, lowering it into its velvet-lined case. As his head found the groove in the center of
the pillow, he thought how the case and the instrument were made together, male and female, sold together,
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fitted to each other and to the musician. Then it occurred to him that musicians often sold their old, inferior
instruments to invest in higher quality. Betrayal, outrage, he thought, rolling his head as the pack of dogs
charged up the stairs and thundered toward his door.
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In				Emily
The NakedO’Neill
City
it isn’t warm enough to lay
on the lawn like you want
so the shades stay up
& the neighbors see
everything: wet hair
long enough to graze
your back, how horselike/
how wet-eyed and spooked
you wander in your skin,
each thigh bruise a forest
moon with every side dark.
Your legs cast thick oak
shadows. They’re the only trees.
To be fair, there is no lawn.
Only cement marred
by decades of frost heave.
It’s not a good place to be
a horse. It’s not good
to bed down in the mud
when you’re not sure
where the water came from.
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The Sun is Far Away
							Eric Boyd
“… Frederick turned his head around on its side …
‘Why won’t it be mine?’”

Fredrick was getting drunk again. He used to be cute when he drank. After he came home from jail it was
never cute again. Now he just yelled at me or cried or punched things like the walls, the furniture, himself. It
wasn’t nice anymore.
“Hey Lucy,” Fredrick slurred. “Put Frankenstein on.”
“What?” I could barely understand him.
“Frankenste… Movi…” he trailed off.
Going toward Fredrick’s collection of videos stacked next to the TV, I almost tripped on a wiffle ball
bat left on the floor. Fredrick liked to pitch wiffle balls in the apartment when I wasn’t there; he never broke
anything but there were many scuffs and marks.
I looked through the videos but there were too many of them, and they all looked the same anyway.
All Fredrick had were old black and white films, weird silent monster movies and things like that. I kept
searching for Frankenstein, but I wasn’t finding it.
“Ah hell!” he shouted, plopping down next to me, nearly knocking me over. “I’ll find the fuckin’
thing.”
“Whatever,” I said as I got up from the floor.
Fredrick used to be really nice. He would listen when I talked and he had things to say. Now he just
drank, and the only time he didn’t drink was when he had to donate plasma the next day, but that was only
two days a week, so the other five he got drunk if he had the money, which relied on his donating plasma. I
didn’t buy him alcohol anymore. His entire life was beginning to revolve around getting enough money to get
drunk. He rarely slept and when he did he tossed and turned, muttering to himself.
When we met, Fredrick would do all the little things. I waited for him, stuck around after only being
with him for less than a year. He went to jail for nine months, and after he got out he seemed empty, like he
didn’t care about anything anymore. He had a nervous anger and had become paranoid about the people
around him. He became frustrated more often. He wasn’t so nice, but I liked thinking about when he was.
That kept me going, thinking about that. Someday he might be like that again.
“Aha!” Fredrick shouted, holding up a video of Frankenstein. “I found it!”
“I’m going to go into the other room,” I said.
“What? NO! Com’eer.” He grabbed my arm and pulled me down on the floor with him.
As the movie started, Fredrick rolled around until he got his head on my lap. With a surprising
gentleness he took my hand and placed it on his head. He wanted me to pet him. Was he serious? The shit I
had been putting up with—paying for the apartment that he pitched damn wiffle balls in, dealing with him not
being able to get a job, driving him every stupid place he had to go each day—and he wanted me to pet him? I
looked down at him, ready to scream, but I couldn’t. The only time Fredrick was cute anymore was when he
watched movies. His face would become still and his eyes would dart wildly across every inch of the screen.
The first time we saw a movie together, Fredrick was working at a theatre and he got us in for free.
Before the movie started he went to the concessions to get me a cup of coffee. I saw him as he returned to
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the theatre. He bent over and spun his torso, cracking his back, still holding on to the coffee. It was the most
awkward thing I had ever seen, but endearing. Sitting down, he gave me the coffee and took off his old brown
fedora. He gave his hat its own seat. It was nice. We talked all the way up until the movie began, and then
Fredrick became silent. That was the first time I saw him watch a movie, and it was one of the few things about
him that never changed. I don’t remember what movie we saw because I only watched him, the way he took in
the film like medicine. It made his face loosen; it made him smile.
Looking down at Fredrick now, as he watched Frankenstein, I couldn’t help but feel sorry for him.
He didn’t need to have gone to jail. He didn’t need a felony on his record. All he wanted to do was be a dishwasher or a silverware roller and he couldn’t even get that kind of job now. I could understand why he was so
angry all of the time, but it still wasn’t easy living with him. All he had left, he said, was writing. He drank and
he wrote all night, and if he needed to donate plasma the next day, he just wrote. His writing was too honest
sometimes, and he usually made himself look like a real asshole.
He wasn’t so bad. He was just in a bad place, I thought.
The writing kept him going, he said. It gave him back a little of the spirit they took away in jail, a little
of the light. I thought he was being dramatic, but when he was pleased with a story he’d written, he was happier for that day. A little like he used to be.
Doctor Frankenstein was in the process of creating the monster and Fredrick was soaking in every
second of it. His eyes moved up and down, side to side, absorbing every inch of the TV. He was smiling.
I finally began to pet Fredrick’s head; I heard him make a tiny moan and his smile became wider.
It was the first scene with the monster in it. Fredrick suddenly jerked his hand at the screen. He
pointed at the monster and said to me, “Hey Lucy, look! It’s me. Ha ha ha!”
“What do you mean?”
“Look at him reaching for the damn sun… What a goof.”
The monster was standing straight up, looking at the sunlight through a window in Doctor Frankenstein’s castle. The monster whimpered and stretched, reaching up at the sky. I looked down at Fredrick.
He was sobbing. I became uncomfortable and wanted to leave the room. Why was he crying like that? Over a
stupid old movie?
“I don’t think I want to watch this anymore,” I said.
“Of course not,” Fredrick said between sobs. “It actually matters.”
“What’s that mean?”
“THAT’S ME!” he shouted. “THAT! IS! ME!”
I looked up at the screen as doctor Frankenstein and the hunchback whipped the monster. I tried to
ease Fredrick’s head off of my lap, but he jolted himself off me and began rolling on the floor, shouting and
cursing. Once he managed to stand up he grabbed his wiffle ball bat from the corner next to the TV; he began
waving it in the air, laughing.
“It’s alive! Alive!” he shouted as he swung the bat violently.
I went into the bedroom and closed the door. I heard a few things break. Fredrick cursed more, and
then it sounded like he fell down.
An hour or so later I came back into the bedroom. The ceiling fan was on, the light flickering as it
spun. Fredrick was smoking. Turning on the ceiling fan to break up his cigar smoke was one the few things
he always remembered to do for me.
I looked down. Fredrick was lying on the floor. He had a thin, ugly Italian cigar in his mouth; it
looked like he was smoking a twig. Scattered around him were pieces of paper with notes scribbled in them.
He had a broken, leaking pen in his shirt pocket.
Unaware that I was even in the room, I watched Fredrick reach his hands up, cupping them. Over and
over he did it. He would reach both of his arms up, open his hands as wide as he could, and then cup them
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together like he was trying to capture a fly.
“Why won’t you be mine?” he kept repeating, his eyes wandering.
What was he talking about? I just hoped he wouldn’t throw up. After a few moments I finally realized
he was trying to cup his hands around the light bulb on the ceiling fan. As I watched, Fredrick turned his head
around on its side and looked at me. “Why won’t it be mine?”
I didn’t say anything. He turned his head back around, looking toward the light bulb. His cigar went
out on its own after a while; he’d stopped puffing on it. He only wanted to cup his hands around the bulb. He
laughed to himself until he fell asleep, his hands still half in the air.
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Self-Portrait with the Sigil of the Giant
Oil on canvas, 2012
Bobby DiTrani
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Rag & Bone
			Dalton Day

You are floating alone in a lake. You are not dead. Your heart is hyper. Your
heart is flapping so hard you think it may leave you. When it does, you close your
eyes. A tiny dog, and then another, and then another, begins to exit the spot your
heart left from. They jump in the water, their tiny dog legs tiny dog paddling
towards land. They keep jumping from your body & you keep floating there in
the lake. You want to call this something, but it continues. You want to call this
something, but it doesn’t stop. Thousands of tiny dogs outline the lake, watching
you. Call this sorrow. But you aren’t wounded. Call this joy. But you are sinking.
The dogs will save you. You know this. The dogs will bring you out of the water.
You are not dead. The dogs will curl up on your chest. This is how you won’t be
carried away.
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Wully and The Get Together
										Matt Kushin
“Wully had thought the word depression meant people
were sad. But clearly it meant the opposite …”

“But Hank, them kids over in Russia don’t have no televisions,” said Mrs. Smoosh as she gazed at the glossy
newspaper advertisement her husband had handed her. The ad featured a television with a gray typewriter-like box sitting before it. In the background, stars appeared to shoot across the sky and the words ‘The
TRS-80 Color Computer: The Future Is Here. Your TV Will Never Be The Same’ orbited above the glowing
green and orange light that emanated from the TV screen. “You see that Mister Brokaw reporting on them
awful conditions on the news. We got a nice set. What we need another for?”
“Ha!” laughed Hank Smoosh, snatching the advertisement from his wife’s hands. “Pity the
Rooskies? You forget they beat us into space? Besides, it ain’t a television, Marlene. It’s a personal computer. It plugs into the television.”
“I still worry about them little Russian kids,” Mrs. Smoosh frowned. “Ain’t got no jackets neither.
Would you want our kids growing up like that?”
“We don’t live on the other side of the world, Marlene. And what’s this got to do with kids, anyways?”
Wully Smoosh stared out the kitchen window and across the Sawcohawnett River to the town on the
distant shore. The town, he was quite sure, was this Russia place his parents were so fearful of on the other
side of the world. No TVs? he thought. Then what was there to be afraid of? Wully was glad to be on this side
of the vast body of water separating the two landmasses. From what he’d heard from his mother, Russian
children were falling over one another to not have things. No TVs. No jackets. No Lunchables. As far as Wully could tell, they were so concerned with everyone being equal that all the Russians cared to possess were
bombs. They were crazy for them. But at night, the Russians seemed to Wully to be just like Americans. They
turned their porch lights on and drove around in their cars. He knew this much because each night he looked
out the kitchen window from his seat at the dinner table and watched the faint lights begin to come on across
the river. If they didn’t have anything, where were they all driving to?
“You’re so worried about the rest of the world,” said Mr. Smoosh, “you don’t understand how things
work right here in America.”
Wully began to wonder. What was his father’s sudden interest in having more stuff? His father hated
new things. In fact, when Wully’s Mom gave him new underwear last Christmas, he turned his chin away
in proud refusal and proclaimed that the brown socks he was wearing were white when he’d bought them.
Wully’s Mom slapped him on the arm with the new pair and assured her husband that, as the Chief Suffering
Officer of All Things Domestic, she was prepared to produce evidence that Wully’s Dad’s old, worn-out
underwear was the same color as his socks.
“Our children don’t need television, Hank. They got a television in their heads. It’s called imagination.”
Oh no! Wully thought. His mother had recently developed a debilitating condition that compelled
her to expound such nonsense. To think, his own mother, a heretic! But saying such things reinforced Mrs.
Smoosh’s growing sensation that her family would be better off if distanced from mainstream advances; that
somehow doing so would make her kids grow up to be smarter. Wully couldn’t understand it. But he thought
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it had something to do with her recent and sudden failure to pack Dunk-a-Roos with his lunch; a behavioral
pattern which worried him deeply. That neighbor his mother had been hanging around with, Mrs. Winklemelon in the great big house down by the water, was the prime suspect in this assault on dietary bliss.
Mrs. Winklemelon drove a Volvo station wagon, forced her children to eat carrots and celery with
their lunch, and spoke enthusiastically about the long term benefits she was extracting from forcing her children to read all summer long indoors like she was running some kind of child labor prison. It was no secret—
the Winklemelon children were utterly miserable. They may as well have lived in Russia.
“Like I said, the computer ain’t for the kids,” Hank sighed. “But since you mention it, you’ll be happy knowing computers are the wave of the future. Did you read the ad? Wully and Troy would benefit.”
“Mom, it’s getting dark out,” Wully observed. “Are you planning on feeding us? Troy and I have
been discussing it, and we’ve settled on Pizza Hut.”
“Not tonight, boys.”
Troy moaned. “But it’s Friday. We always have pizza.”
“Must I remind you of your legal obligations?” Wully cautioned. “You are our caretaker.”
“Ya know, I’m not so sure pizza is all that healthy for growing boys.”
Wully gasped. This wave of mysticism from which his mother suffered had cast a dark shadow on the
Smoosh household indeed.
“Alright boys, let’s get in the car.”
“Where we going?”
“The Winklemelon’s house, hun.”
“Oh crumb! What is your obsession with these primitive people?” Wully bellowed.
“They’re having a get together.”
Wully turned to Troy. “What’s a get together?”
“It’s when adults stand in a room and pretend they’re having fun,” Troy frowned.
“Can I just stay here and play with Doctor Lunar?”
“Stop it Wully, you had fun the last time you hung out with Nigel.”
“Is that how you choose to remember that disaster, mother? I can’t stand him. He thinks he’s so
smart.”
“His mother says he does very well in school.”
“She should have her head examined. That doofus can’t even tie his own shoes. He lacks the ambition!”
“Nigel is learning French.”
“No he’s not! He just talks about the bathroom all the time!”
“It’s true, Ma.” Troy nodded. “He can barely speak American.”
Wully considered correcting his brother. But why risk a chasm in this rare instance of unity between
the boys as they fought a common enemy? Yes, it looked like the two were mounting quite the defense
against their hapless parents.
“Look, boys,” Hank said. “Your mother and me, we need you on your best behavior tonight.”
“That’s right,” said Mrs. Smoosh. “Mr. Winklemelon and your father work together. He might be
your father’s boss soon.”
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And like that, Wully and Troy’s promising defense was crumbled by an unforeseen flank attack that
drew Wully’s attention away from his immediate concerns of the fecal-happy Nigel to a new word: Boss. What
did it mean? Wully was afraid to ask. But he had a feeling he would get his chance to see what his father knew
that his mother didn’t about “how things work right here in America.”
—
The Smoosh family was greeted at the Winklemelons’ front door by Darla Winklemelon who cheerfully invited them in. As Wully stepped forward to enter the house, he looked up at the gray structure towering above
and felt small and helpless. As he passed through the threshold a cold sensation washed over him—like the
time Troy had pushed him into the pool from behind—and he felt he was entering the dark digestive tract of a
family that ate too much fiber. The whole house had a repugnant smell to it like salads or cauliflower or some
such bland excuse for sustenance. Wully was sure that not one ounce of sugar could be found in the whole
morbid place. He patted his pants pocket where he could feel the reassuring lump of the marshmallow he had
managed to stash while his parents had gotten ready to get in the car.
“Yoo-hoo! Nigel, come say hello to your guests,” Mrs. Winklemelon called up the stairway.
Moments later, Nigel Winklemelon descended the stairs like some geriatric who’d been called
down for his medicine. His body seemed to droop down each step. His bony left hand disappeared into the
pocket of his teal housecoat which was brashly patterned with prints of Floober McMagic, a pathetic wizard
in popular children’s books who lived in a majestic kingdom and traveled around by kite. For crumbsake, I
should have known! Wully thought. Floober McMagic stood for everything doofy and shameful about Wully’s generation. Floober was, of course, immensely popular among the boys in town. And Wully’s theory
behind Floober’s popularity was complex and multifaceted, at least in his mind. To Wully, the rising popularity of characters like Floober symbolized his generation’s inability to face the harsh realities of a rapidly
modernizing global landscape, and this lack of fortitude meant certain defeat were his generation called upon
to protect this country from a sea of jacketless Russians. Wizards? Magic? What children of his generation
needed were real role models. Spacemen. Scientists. The even hand of reason, logic, evidence. Not sorcery
and spells. But, in truth, Wully’s theory ultimately boiled down to the simple notion that Floober McMagic
was stupid because he was so popular. And Wully didn’t like popular things.
“Floober, eh?” Wully sighed.
“Mmhmm. Do you dabble in the majestic world of Floober McMagic, Wully? I’ve got the Floober
Sorcery Set upstairs. Wanna see?”
Wully cringed. “No thanks. I’m agnostic.” He looked toward his mother with pleading eyes. But
upon entering the home, Mrs. Smoosh had been sucked in by Mrs. Winklemelon and was now admiring
some dopey rug hanging on the foyer wall. The rug had been woven by some primitive people, apparently,
whom there was no doubting Mrs. Winklemelon aspired to be like. She boasted to Wully’s Mom how the rug
makers weren’t corrupted by the “evils of convenience” (whatever that meant) to which Wully’s Mom let out
a very punctual, and to Wully embarrassingly exaggerated, gasp of approval.
Just then, Mr. Arlile Winklemelon waddled into the room. He was a cannon of a man, and the only
thing that beat his bulging gut into the foyer when he entered it was his voice barreling down the hall.
“Hank, put it there!” Mr. Winklemelon thundered. He absorbed Wully’s father’s hand inside his
own.
“Nice house you got here, Art.”
“Isn’t it?” Mr. Winklemelon admired. “You see this rug Darla got at the Cape? Something else, huh?
Hey Troy, you ever seen a compact disc player before?”
Troy shook his head.
“Of course you haven’t. Come on. Let me show you boys a real piece of culture.”
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the hall.

And with that, Wully watched helplessly as his dad, Troy, and Mr. Winklemelon disappeared down

“Do you speak any languages, Wully?” asked Nigel.
Wully crossed his arms. “No more than you.”
“I didn’t know you spoke French. Wee wee! Wee wee for all to see!”
Wully was quite sure Nigel was in the beginning stages of balding. It must have been all that time he
was spending reading and living on flax seeds and skim milk for breakfast while Wully and Troy were enjoying their summer playing in the woods, skipping rocks on the Sawcohawnett River, and eating healthy doses
of Sugar Smacks. Wully had a great head of hair. He would surely never go bald. He had a cowlick on the
crown of his head and thus had two swirls that rotated into one another like tornados, forcing his hair to stick
up in several directions. His tornado cowlick bounced when he walked or ran. It was scientifically impossible
to get it to lay down for school pictures without the use of industrial chemicals that required his parents to
file paperwork with the Environmental Protection Agency. Many barbers had tried traditional hairsprays and
gels. All had failed. His cowlick was a true genetic wonder. But Wully didn’t mind. He knew two swirls was
like having a backup engine; if one went belly up when he got older, he had a reserve to keep growing hair
and ensure he never went bald.
In fact, Wully’s grandfather on his mom’s side, Canton, a war hero and self-appointed Chevrolet car
historian (he owned four Chevys, two of which currently ran and one of which never did), was purported to
have had the “greatest cowlick in three counties” for which he’d been smartly rewarded as a boy during the
Great Depression. The thought perplexed Wully when his mother told him the story of Grandpa Canton’s
famous cowlick and how she’d seen the blue ribbon he’d won at the tri-county fair. Wully had thought the
word depression meant people were sad. But clearly it meant the opposite: People back then were happy to
have just about anything.
“Wully, you seen my art?” asked Nigel, who, sensing Wully’s eyes on his head, brushed his hand
through his thinning hair. “Mum says its got depth. Mmhmm. That means it’s good. Come on, I’ll show you.
It’s in the den.”
Wully could hear Troy and his Dad in the den with Mr. Winklemelon listening to the upbeat sound of
George Michael’s music as the singer asked again and again to be woken up in future instances of some event
Wully couldn’t understand.
“Okay,” said Wully. “Let’s have a look.”
He followed Nigel to the den where Nigel presented to Wully a small wooden easel that stood in the
corner by the fireplace. On it, Wully examined a scribbled mess that could hardly be called a drawing, let
alone art. The object in question was bespattered with yellow, orange, and blue watercolor paint that had
been applied with such disregard to restraint and proportion that the paper was swollen in many places. Upon
closer inspection, Wully discerned stick figures laying on what looked like pool lounge chairs enclosed in a
giant rectangle. Each stick figure had a cloud puff above its mid-section. What looked like an arm, but was
possibly a vent, stuck out of the side of the rectangle.
Depth? Wully thought. The only depth present in the room was the bottomless emotional disturbance Nigel clearly suffered from. If one of those circus elephants that paint with their snouts had scribbled
such a disjointed and uncoordinated offense, not even his handler would have a soul sympathetic enough to
take pity on the blighted clod and toss a few peanuts its way.
“I call it The Farting Lounge,” Nigel boasted, his hands rising triumphantly above him. “I got lots
more like it in my scrapbook. I wanna show them at the library like the grown up artists do. Mmhmm.”
“That’s depressing. Look, is there anything fun we can do?”
“Have you seen my room? You just have to. I have my own potty in there.”
“For crumbsake! Something that doesn’t have to do with the toilet?”
Nigel thought the question over for a period of time that would have made a Buddhist monk uncom32

fortable. And in the silence, Wully turned his attention to the others in the room.
“That sure is a tubular machine you got, Mr. W.” Troy cooed, his hand running along the lights that
glimmered in the sleek black box on the mahogany wall unit. “Can you show me again how we skip to that
song I liked?”
Mr. Winklemelon pushed a few buttons on the black box, and “jitterbug” pulsed from the speakers
as Wham! began its corrosively addictive hit song.
“Tubular! Dad, we should get one of these. Where’d you get it, Mr W?”
“One of Arlile’s indulgences.” Nigel’s Mom said, dismissing the technological wonder with a flip of
the wrist. “Of course, I don’t let my children anywhere near it. But don’t you just love George Michael?” She
and Wully’s Mom were sauntering into the den to admire a cockeyed wooden chair that was so poorly made
that it looked as if it would crumble into a pile of timber bones at the sight of a descending buttock.
“Don’t pressure your father. We got a perfectly good record player at home,” Wully’s Mom said
from across the room.
“You mean the one Dad’s always fixing?” Troy asked, confused.
“Now this sure is something, Darla,” said Mrs. Smoosh, turning her attention back to the leaning
excuse for furniture. “You get it in the Cape, too?”
“Yeah, Troy. We don’t want to be corrupted by the evil’s of convenience,” Wully quipped. But no
one was paying attention.
“Oh, and you should see Nigel’s watercolor,” said Mrs. Winklemelon, grabbing Wully’s mother by
the wrist and directing her toward the easel.
Wully’s Mom carefully picked up the piece as if evaluating fine art. “How’d that boy of yours get so
talented?”
“Well you know my Nigel. He has music in his heart.”
“He like that Montessori school?”
“Oh he just adores it. Ashton attends as well, of course.”
“Where’s Ashton tonight?”
“Dear Ashton is sick in bed tonight unfortunately.”
As far as Wully knew, Nigel’s twin, Ashton Winklemelon, had never been seen by a living soul in the
entire town of Awthaspawt, Rhode Island. It was unknown to the children of the neighborhood if Ashton was
a boy or girl. Nigel’s parents only referred to Ashton as Ashton and never used gender-specific terms when
discussing the child. Opinions on Wully’s street varied when it came to the controversial subject of Ashton’s gender. Of course, a minority of kids doubted that Ashton even existed. Still fewer kids, mostly older,
claimed Ashton died mysteriously years ago and the Winklemelon’s secretly buried their child in the woods
that ran alongside the edge of the neighborhood where Wully’s house was situated. Wully himself hadn’t
formulated a theory of Ashton’s gender. But he mostly believed Ashton to be alive, if only to assuage his fears
about the woods beside his home.
If Ashton was alive, Wully knew the poor soul wasn’t sick. The truth was, Ashton was probably
locked up somewhere in the dank basement beneath them at this very moment living on a diet of Brussels
sprouts and water while being forced to write the alphabet by candlelight with a feather and inkwell.
“It sure seems like a nice school. I wish I could send the boys,” Mrs. Smoosh dreamed aloud.
“Oh, it’s a wonder! None of those unnatural plastic toys that you find at ordinary schools, you
know?” Mrs. Winklemelon said the word plastic with such disdain you’d have thought she’d said radioactive
or the New York Yankees.
The men began making their way toward a bar cart, Troy following. Mr. Winklemelon poured both
himself and Wully’s Dad a drink. Troy, eyeing the labels of the row of bottles, reached out and touched the
nearest bottle filled with a clear liquid.
“So what do you do for fun, Hank?”
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“Oh, this and that.” Wully’s Dad said, stirring his drink.
“My dad fixes things,” Wully boasted, walking toward Mr. Winklemelon. “He can fix just about everything. He’s got this workbench filled with tools and he can make anything with them. You got something
broken? He can fix it.”
“That’s alright, little man,” said Mr. Winklemelon while patting Wully’s head.
“We’re getting a new computer,” blurted Wully’s Dad before taking a big sip from his glass.
“A home computer, eh?” Mr. Winklemelon’s eyes brightened. “Impressive. What kind?”
“Well, its really just pie in the sky at the moment,” cautioned Mrs. Smoosh from across the room.
“TRS-80. Fully color,” Hank proclaimed, drowning out his wife. “Hooks right up to the TV. Does
calculations, spreadsheets, and it even has games the kids can play.”
“He’s just joking. You know Hank’d never let them boys near one those things,” Mrs. Smoosh assured Mrs. Winklemelon. “But you know old Hank, he likes to dream big.”
Mrs. Winklemelon looked worriedly at Wully and Troy as if assessing a charity case teetering on the
verge of hopelessness. “I should hope not. I cringe to think what it would do to their imagination.”
“Color!” Mr. Winklemelon applauded Wully’s Dad with a stiff slap on the back. “That’s the ticket,
old Hank buddy.” He took Wully’s Dad aside and wrapped his paw around his shoulder. “Don’t listen to
these birds. They don’t understand men and their toys, right? I say it’s our bacon. We bring it home. Let’s
enjoy it how we please. How’s about I come over and check it out some time. Say, after things settle down at
the office?”  
“Sure thing,” said Hank, taking another swig.
“Another drink?”
“Sure thing.”
“Why don’t you speak some of that French for the boys?” Mrs. Smoosh asked Nigel.
“Sure!” Nigel replied. “Wee wee,” he began. “Wee wee, wee wee, wee wee, te jet a la poo.”
“Isn’t he talented?” said Mrs. Winklemelon.
“Oh! That’s just music, isn’t it? I wish the boys could speak another language.”
Wully shook his head. “That’s not even French. He’s just talking about his—“
“Stop it Wully. Of course it is.” Turning to Mrs. Winklemelon, Mrs. Smoosh assured her friend,
“Don’t mind the boy, he’s just jealous.”
“Did you swaddle your children, Marlene?” asked a concerned Mrs. Winklemelon.
“What’s that?”
“I see,” Mrs. Winklemelon nodded. “That explains the distance I’m feeling between you and your
boys.”
“Ah,” Wully’s Mom looked over her children worriedly. “Is the damage permanent, Darla?”
“That depends,” Darla said. “Let me ask you this—do your children suffer from night terrors?”
“To tell you the truth, I don’t know.” Mrs. Smoosh feared aloud. “I wish my boys were more like your
Nigel.”
“Me too,” said Mrs. Winklemelon. “Me too.”
—
“That food sure was delish!” declared Mrs. Smoosh as Hank Smoosh backed the Oldsmobile down the Winklemelon’s sloping driveway. “Wasn’t it?”
“Food?” Wully shrugged. “I didn’t see any. Saw a bowl of slop being passed around. Naturally, Troy
shoveled a boatload into his mouth like some disgraced infant. How was it, Troy?”
“I had seconds!” Troy gloated.
“What a wonderful evening. How nice of them to have us.” said Mrs. Smoosh.
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Hank nodded his agreement.
“But what was that funny business you were telling Arlile about a computer, Hank?”
As the reversing car arched out into the street in front of the Winklemelon’s house, Mr. Smoosh
eased it to a stop and muttered something imperceptible to himself.
“Mr. Winklemelon’s stereo was tubular!” Troy exclaimed. “Dad, how come we don’t got a compact
disc player?”
“Well, boys, you see—” Hank began.
“We’re saving for your college,” said Mrs. Smoosh.
“That’s right,” Hank nodded.
“Is Nigel not going to college?” Troy asked.
“I doubt it,” said Wully. “I think we all agree he should be held back in school.”
“Of course Nigel’s going to college,” Mrs. Smoosh assured Troy.
“Then how come his dad’s got a compact disc player?”
“Because we’re poor,” Wully said. He stared out the car window at the porch lights that lined the
street. “That’s why the Winklemelon’s think we’ll eat anything. Like the Russians.”
Mr. Smoosh glanced up at Wully through the rearview window.
“They’re our friends,” said Mrs. Smoosh. She could feel her husband’s eyes had shifted to her.
“Friends don’t invite you over and feed you slop and show off and make you feel stupid and, and—and
I hate that stupid Nigel and his stupid mom and his stupid dad! And I hate all of you for not realizing it!”
Wully cried.
Hank Winklemelon’s foot fell upon the gas pedal and his body leaned forward, shoulders sagging.
“We should’ve swaddled our children, Hank,” whispered Mrs. Smoosh across the bench seat to her
husband. “Like Mrs. Winklemelon did. Them boys wouldn’t have turned out like this.”
In the dark of the backseat of the Oldsmobile, Wully reached into his pocket and pulled out the flattened marshmallow he had stashed hours earlier. He felt it in his hand and just before he was about to pop the
treat into his mouth, a thought occurred to him. His Dad could sure use the marshmallow much more than he
could.
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Two Seekers
Oil on canvas, 2013
Bobby DiTrani
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How to peel an orange with
a broken wing
			Frances Cannon

Pack your leather boots and plan to drive seven hours to kiss
a woman molded out of dark chocolate and Armagnac
who has a bed for you in Brooklyn. Pack your paper and ink,
your Victorian novels, and a list of two dozen restaurants
intended to make you drool and weep.
Before you leave, crash your bike and land on your chin.
Land with the full weight of this month’s rain flung above you
as you balance on the tip of your face with the finesse
of a Canadian acrobat. Feel the gravel tickle your jawbone.
Stain your dress with this new red paint,
and walk to the nearest familiar house.
Here is your ex-lover’s apartment. Knock on his door
and ask to bloody his towels with your new red paint.
Dip your head into his bathroom sink while he watches.
Roar from your gut like a beast giving birth. Rattle his dishes.
Here you are in the mirror with a blood goatee.
Here you are with a patch of facial hair that drips down
your collarbone and swells like a bulbous blue tuber.
At the hospital they will give you a smile made of tape
and decorate your chin with a cotton pom pom.
They will glue your wounds and send you home with a broken wing
like a crow that mistook a windowpane for a tunnel of flight.
Here, at home, your dinner is one yellow pill and an orange
that you pierce with your left thumb. You peel its skin
in small bits that fall like the scales of a fish to the floor.
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How to Rescue a Softball
								Robert D. Vivian
“… I too wish to soar even briefly in parabola of
flight or find myself flung headlong …”

And other fallen glories, so lost and abandoned still they hold their own unlit candles deep inside themselves
that can’t be lighted by any hand, so softball on bright green grass stretched out like a lover’s tongue spent
after wagging near a fountain without water, battered seams bereft of homeland and frayed skin peeling from
repeated line drives and foul balls popped up behind home plate that was just a torn flour sack and no stands
or bleachers or chalked lines and what to do with a softball big as a baby’s skull but so much harder and I carry
you and hold you for reasons I do not understand though part of me is also rootless and buffeted by unseen
forces, fellow round berserker called out on strikes or hit into the air on its way to shattering a stained glass
window, as blind as you and as helpless but also stoic and wanting to be crushed on the sweet spot in the
hands of man, woman, or child as I too wish to soar even briefly in parabola of flight or find myself flung headlong from a strong arm on the warning track to nip the runner at third in the close dark intimacy of a dusty
mitt well-oiled with sweat and spit and the hard science of gravity and circling bodies as your full moon prefigures dry riverbeds and barrenness without equal and softball, softball, how sad and desolate you are to me this
day in June for you have nowhere to go and no one to play with and where is the hitter and the shortstop and
centerfielder shading her beautiful green eyes from the sun because it is getting late and about to storm and
the hidden frogs are ready to surrender again to rain, their wet, camouflaged skin small marvels of oozing and
oxidation in the living world of air and water and delicate heartbeat no louder than a blade of grass turning,
softball so blind and staring all you can do is wait for another game in another park a wide awake dream away
from here.
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A Cargo Cult of the Heart
								Cassandra de Alba

Sacrifice everything
and wait. Love will drop
from the sky, whole
and unharmed—if only
you are patient, your rituals pure
and correct, it can be just
like before. Assemble your old life
from memory
out of the things love left behind
and what your hands can gather:
fast food carcasses and candy birds,
headache pills and highway signs,
your old sadness and your new sadness
like consecutive years
of the same minivan model,
the difference inscrutable
to all but connoisseurs.
If your imitation is flawless,
if you sacrifice enough,
love will come back to you
like it did in the old days—
like it did in the stories.
From a clear sky.
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Along the Rosebud
					Tom Darin Liskey

“Long-gone objects from the house began reappearing
out of nowhere-then vanishing when she went to go
touch them.”

It jolted Elsie to see her father, Lot Jebel, trudging up the grassy slope just outside the kitchen window, the
metal on the sweat-hardened leather harness slung over his shoulder, tinkling with each step. The problem
was Lot Jebel had been dead some seven decades.
She wanted to ask her nephew Rudy if he could see him too. Old Lot Jebel, wearing that wide-brim
hat of his bent low against the sun with his shirtsleeves rolled up past his elbow like a field hand at the end of
the day.
But she didn’t. Thought better not to. Rudy had never met Lot Jebel and she knew that her nephew
was angling to get her shuttered away in a nursing home in Sheridan or Billings so that he could take over
the ranch and mineral estate. Mention of seeing her dead father strutting across the yard would only give him
more cause.
Elsie dropped her gaze and smoothed out a wrinkle in the tablecloth near the coffee cup and saucer.
When she lifted her eyes, Lot Jebel was gone. Rudy, however, remained. Speaking in that businesslike baritone about the oil wildcatting documents in his hand.
“Just look at the proposal. The lease bonus is more than fair,” he said.
Elsie stirred the cream and sugar into her coffee with the tiny silver spoon and tapped it on the cup’s
rim. She slipped on her reading glasses and opened the ledger with the ranch’s accounts. Elsie licked the
sharpened tip of her pencil. When Rudy spoke, it sounded like he was desperate.
“Aunt Elsie - you have a fiduciary trust to think about,” he said.
But Elsie only nodded. She really didn’t care what Rudy - a failed businessman from Burbank,
California - thought about how she handled the land. She had forgotten that she even had a nephew until he
showed up unannounced on her front porch, desperate to hitch his wagon to the Bakken boom. He shook the
lease documents at her.
“We could do a lot with this money,” he said.
Elsie feigned disinterest, but she had read how the red-hot oil trend was raining money over in North
Dakota. Now energy producers from Denver and Cheyenne were racing across the border into Montana’s
share of the basin for access to untouched areas of the play. Millions of dollars were plowed into drilling. Fortunes were being made overnight. There were rigs all over the county just to prove that. Even from her house
at night, Elsie could see the outline of distant derrick towers aglow in floodlight.
That’s why Rudy was here too. Landmen were offering huge lease bonuses to ranchers, farmers and
mineral owners for the chance to drill. Evidently Rudy saw himself as an oil man now, but she detested his
high roller strut even when she knew the dove-gray Stetson perched on his sweaty head was bought on credit.
“Just consider it. I think it could be a win-win for us,” he added, this time speaking even louder.
“I’m not deaf, Rudy, just busy,” she said, without lifting her eyes. “Anyway, you like to come around
here to talk about the money we could make from the lease. I’ll admit I may not know much about the oil business and such, but from I understand you need money to chase money - and some brains. No offense Rudy,
but I don’t see much of either. Sounds like a lot of pie-in-the-sky talk to me.”
Rudy laughed at that. It was dry and without mirth.
“I have a driller ready to bring a rig on the land,” he said. “That counts for something.”
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Elsie nodded. That was true, but she also knew Rudy was running out of time. He stood to lose the
rig slot if Elsie didn’t sign the lease. This was his last ditch effort - they both knew it.
Her nephew motioned to the window behind him with the broad sweep of his pink, soft hand. Right
where Elsie saw the ghost of Lot Jebel.
“This land and the wealth beneath is my patrimony too. You’ve run this spread since you were a
young woman. Now it’s time to let me have my share.”
Elsie laughed.
“Patrimony? You should have used big words like that before you went belly up in Burbank.”
Rudy cleared his throat and puffed out his chest a bit - stung by the comment. “I don’t have to justify
my business acumen to you,” Rudy said.
She wanted to say something else, but Elsie felt her mind drift back to Lot Jebel and his intrusion into
the land of the living. She thought she’d been done with the grubbing Lot Jebel—a man who abandoned his
motherless children family for the goldfields of Alaska when Elsie was seventeen. Maybe that’s what irked her
so much about Rudy. The man clearly had his granddad’s arrogance and lust for easy money. Lot Jebel was a
harsh man who needed to stay dead.
Elsie, the oldest of the four children, took over the care of the ranch and her brothers and younger
sister. Years later a lawyer in Cheyenne helped her get a court ruling that said the long-missing Lot Jebel was
dead up in the Klondike or mouldering somewhere else by then.
Rudy was here for his share. Fair enough, she believed, but she also knew Rudy’s main objective was
to squeeze any profit from it before the Bakken leasing boom faded. Maybe if the man would have showed up
on her door wanting to work the land, things could have been different between them. But she had learned
long ago that ‘maybe’ is a luxury.
Elsie shook her head and focused her eyes on the ledger page and Rudy snapped his fingers.
“Elsie, are you following me? This is what I mean. You need to share the load of taking care of this
place with me or someone else. You look tired.”
She hated to admit it, but perhaps there was a grain of truth in what Rudy said to others in town. At 86
her faculties were waning - seeing her dead father walk across the grass just then certainly felt like a watershed of that sort. Like a rip in the eternities, like she had just woke up from a dream.
But then again her mind had been playing tricks on her all this week. Long-gone objects from the
house began reappearing out of nowhere—then vanishing when she went to go touch them. A toy horse with
real horsehair mane. The one she and her sister, Louise, Rudy’s mom, played with as kids.
Then it was her mother’s ivory handle hairbrush on the bathroom sink. She had not seen it since Otis,
her younger brother, was born. The woman had died in childbirth with him.
Last night it was a coal oil lamp illuminating the hallway outside her bedroom when the house was
supposed to be dark. They all vanished. Just like that. She wished that would happen to Rudy. Disappear.
If Rudy were different maybe she could try to tell him things about this country, but she reckoned he
would only scoff at her. Elsie wrote down one final figure on the lined page and closed it. Then she took off
the glasses, folded their arms and set them on the book next to the pencil. Elsie raised her eyes to her nephew.
But maybe her stubbornness was paying off. Rudy suddenly looked like a fidgety schoolboy at a
blackboard as he stammered and shifted his weight from one foot to the other, the leather of his expensive
hand-tooled boots squeaking like mice.
Elsie found herself taking pleasure in the fact that he was uncomfortable. Any man looking so ridiculous in his store-bought cowboy garb deserved it. Rudy cleared his throat.
“You are forcing my hand,” he said.
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She looked at her surroundings. The kitchen Rudy now stood in. The sweep of the meadows behind
him. Horse warriors had rode across this vastness, but the grasslands were shrinking because of the drilling
boom.
 	
“Well that is worrisome indeed Rudy.”
He sheepishly slipped the Stetson off, gripping it in his hand. The gesture wasn’t about good manners or going hatless inside a house. Rudy was about to grovel.
“Everyone else is making money hands over fists,” he said. “If not for me, at least for the sake of your
sister’s good name and the Jebel sweat poured into this land.”
Elsie winced at that. She hated when Rudy whined like a spoiled child wanting candy. She raised the
coffee cup and took a sip.
“This land didn’t need the Jebels,” she said.
“Be reasonable.” He was angry now. Then more emboldened. “Or I will go to a judge to get you
committed. Don’t think I can’t do it. Everyone here is happy with the boom. You’re just standing in the way
of progress.”
 	
Then she shook her head. The land. That was something Rudy would never understand. The history
of this place. Not the kind penned on paper and bound in books or delimited on maps. But something living
and breathing. Lot Jebel never understood either.
When she was growing up here she heard the stories about the day the Cheyenne and Sioux fought
General Crook before Custer fell at Little Big Horn. About how an Indian girl swooped down on a horse in
the heat of the battle to save her brother from death.
Some of Crook’s dead were buried here too. No one knew where anymore. The general, fearing the
Indians would return to desecrate his dead troopers when he left the Rosebud, ordered his horsemen to race
their mounts over the gravesite to trample down any evidence of their burial. Mutilating the soldiers meant
that their spirits would wander the afterlife maimed and inconsolable.
Rudy was talking again, but his words sounded like her head was under water. But there were other
reasons why this land was special. She raised the boys and Rudy’s mother here.
Then when the war came, Dewey, the oldest, and Otis went off. She lost Dewey at Normandy and
Otis at Okinawa. She put in the big bay window in the kitchen after the boys died, and their deaths stalked her
for years.
She wanted a view of the valley and the distant buffalo jump where Dewy and Otis liked to play as children. Louise, her sister, married an airman and moved to the West Coast. She never returned to Montana.
She died years ago.
Rudy’s words became clearer.
“Elsie you are one of the last holdouts in the county. Your neighbors don’t feel dishonest with themselves for taking the oil company’s money. Like I said, look at the lease. They may just do a survey and not
drill. Even if that happens we keep the bonus - one of the highest ever paid out on unproven land in this part
of the county.”
Her eyes were still on the land. Meadows good for grazing and growing a little alfalfa. The rigs and
wellheads and pipelines would tear up the high grass and scar the land.
But for once she smiled at Rudy, looking him straight in the eyes. Her nephew’s eyes almost brightened with the first tinge of hope rushing across him at seeing the corners of her mouth turn up. Then she
raised her hand: “Have a safe trip back to town Rudy.”
Rudy slapped the hat on his head and stomped outside. She heard him start up his Cadillac and speed
off toward Lame Deer.
She didn’t know how long she at sat the table after that. Maybe it was five minutes - or five hours. She
was only aware that Rudy had gone and that the sun was trailing across the horizon.
Then from the table she saw two figures in the grass outside near the buffalo jump. Otis and Dewey.
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The tops of their heads moving swiftly in the swaying high grass. She stood up and went over to the window,
putting her fingers on the pane before the boys vanished.
Then she heard a commotion at the back door like the stomping of feet. The way the boys did to get
the mud off their boots before they came in for supper. The floor creaked behind her.
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Stone, Sling, and Tower
Oil on canvas, 2013
Bobby DiTrani
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Make A Mark Another Mark
										Benjamin Clark
The last time dad went missing I found him in a field
fixing the engine of a neighbor’s tractor
his work shirt damp against his stomach. I touched his shoulder
and startled him
just a stranger, before he packed his tools
followed me home.
Three small towns to the north were submerged
and endless lines of ants retreat to my cupboards.
I could swallow them by the handful
or collect them in a jar. Instead I wait for them
to cross the linoleum, my feet. Marvel at my excuses
missing his last days. Somehow
more afraid of my life left
than his becoming something else.
Overrun by things you say
I should remember: thunderstorms rattling a gravel road
mismatched clothes pulled from the trunk of a car.
Everything relies on this exchange
this obligation to remember the mess next to my stove
the plants dying on your porch. The times you forget, rewrite.
If I showed up would you lean close
smooth the wrinkles from my eyes?
Would I recognize the particular smell of your skin
or whisper stranger?
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We Should Ease On Like
Family
Benjamin Clark

Tonight must be special. I am the only one awake
and the windowpanes rattle under the blessing
of our new tin roof. No more water pooling
above the kitchen cupboards but my aching
chest smells sweet. My arms are free of
embracing him until he wakes for his morning
feeding. I consider this gathering
of minutes without him holy. If god appeared
I could not defend myself. Jay and I have not spoken
since he cut down every tree on our property
hoping to prove a point. Somehow
my attraction remains
behind a levee of silence. My hands fold
his clothes, and instruct me
to walk into the rainstorm and never return,
or to wait for my child to wake, and to hold him.
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The Great Sulphitic Theory
								Richard Kostelanetz

“… he lives inland; he puts not forth to sea. He is there
when you want him, always the same.”

The terms “Baloney” and “Feces” as applied to psychological rather than chemical analysis have already
become, among the cognoscenti, so widely adopted that these euphemisms now stand in considerable danger
of being weakened in significance through careless usage. The adjective “balonec” is at present adopted as a
general neologism, a common carrier for the thoughtless damnation of the Philistine. The time has come to
formulate, authoritatively no less, the precise scope of intellect that such distinctions suggest and to define
whatever shorthand conversation has made their use practicable. The rapid spread of the theory, traveling
from Feces to Feces like the spark of a pyrotechnic set-piece, has over-violently illuminated the thinking
world, thus obscuring its genesis and diverting attention from the simplicity and force of its fundamental
principles. In this, its progress resembles that of slang, which, gaining in popularity, must inevitably decrease
in aptness and definiteness.
In attempting to solve the problem that for so long was the despair of philosophers I have made modest use of the modishly contemporary epithet “theory.” But for Feces, this simple, convincing, comprehensive explanation is more; it is an opinion, even a belief, if not a credo. It is the crux by which society is tested.
But as I shall proceed scientifically, my conclusion will, I trust, affect rational proof of what was an a priori
hypothesis.
The history of this theory’s origins is brief. The Matriarch of a certain sugar plantation in Louisiana,
in preparing a list of guests for her house-party, discovered, in one of her more explosive moments of inspiration, that all people were easily divided into two fundamental groups or families, if you will—the Feces and the
Baloneys. This revelation was so apodictic and convincing that it made life a different thing; it made society
almost plausible. So, too, in simplifying human relationships it gave the first hint of a method by which to adjust and equalize affinities. Primary theorems sprang quickly into her mind. Such is their power that they have
attained almost the nature of axioms. That discovery, indeed, was greater, more far-reaching than she knew,
for, having undergone the test of philosophical analysis as well as of practical application, this binary theory
stands now a vital, convincing interpretation of the mysteries of human nature.
We have all tried our hands at categories. Philosophy is, itself, but a system of definitions. What,
then, made the Matriarch’s theory remarkable, when Civilization has wearied itself with distinctions? The attempt to classify one’s acquaintance is the common sport of the thinker, from the fastidious who says: “There
are two kinds of persons—those who like olives and those who don’t,” to the fatuous, immemorial lover who
says: “There are two kinds of women—Daisy, and the Other Kind!”
Previous attempts, less fantastic, have had this fault in common: their categories were susceptible of
gradation—extremes fused one into the other. What thinking person has not felt the need of some definite,
final, absolute classification? We speak of “my kind” and “the other guys.” Of Those who Understand, of
Impossibles, and Outsiders. Some of these categories have attained considerable vogue. There is the Bohemian versus the Philistine, the Radical versus the Conservative, the Interestings versus the Bores, and so on.
But always there remains a shifting population at the vague frontier as the types intermingle and lose identity.
Your Philistine is the very one who says: “This is Liberty Hall!” And one must drink beer whether one likes
it or not. It is the conservative businessman, hard-headed and stubborn, who is converted by the mind-reader
or by the spiritualistic medium, with one extreme flying to the other. It is the bore who, at times, uncon50

sciously to himself, amuses you to the point of repressed laughter.
These terms are fluent—your friends have a way of escaping from the labeled boxes into which you
have put them; they seem to defy your definitions, your Orders and Genera. Fifteen minutes’ consideration
of the great Fecec Theory will, as the patent medicines say, convince one of its efficacy. A Baloney will never
jump out of his box into that ticketed “Feces.”
So much comment has been made upon the terminology of this theory that it should be stated frankly, at the start, that the words Feces and Baloney, and their derivatives, fecec and balonec, are themselves
so fecec that they are not susceptible of explanation. In a word, they are empirical, although, accidentally it
might seem, they do appeal to and convince the most skeptical. I myself balked, at first, at these inconsequent
names. I would have suggested the terms “Gothic” and “Classic” to describe two fundamental types of mind.
But it took but a short conversation with the Matriarch to demonstrate the fact that the words were inevitable,
and the rapid increase in their use has proved them something more substantial than slang—an acceptable and
accepted terminology. Swallow them whole, therefore, and you will be so much better for the dose that, upon
finishing this thesis you will say, “Why, of course there are no other words possible!”
Let us, therefore, first proceed with a general statement of the theory and then develop some of its
corollaries. It is comparatively easy to define the Baloney; let us consider his traits and then classify the Feces
by a mere process of exclusion.
In this our world the Baloneys constitute, alas, by far the larger group. In this, the type resembles the
primary bodies or other systems of classification, such as the Philistines, the Conservatives, the Bores and so
on, ad nauseam. A Baloney does his thinking by syndicate. He follows the main traveled roads; he goes with
the crowd. In a word, they all think and talk alike—one may predicate their opinion upon any given subject.
They follow custom and costume, they obey the Law of Averages. They are, intellectually, all peas in the same
conventional pod, unenlightened, prosaic, living by rule and rote. They have their hair cut every month and
their minds keep regular office hours. Their habits of thought are all ready-made, proper, sober, befitting the
Average Man. They worship dogma. The Baloney conforms to everything sanctioned by the majority and may
be depended upon to be trite, banal and arbitrary.
So much has a mere name already done for us that we may say, boldly, and this is our First Theorem:
that all Baloneys are balonic in every manifestation of their being. But a better comprehension of the term,
and one that will perhaps remove the taint of malediction, will be attained if we examine in detail a few essential balonic tendencies. The adjective is used more in pity than in anger or disgust. The Baloney can’t possibly
help being balonec—though, on the other hand, he wouldn’t if he could.
The chief characteristic, then, seems to be a certain reflex psychological action of the balonec brain.
This is evidenced by the accepted balonec belief that each of the ordinary acts of life is, and necessarily must
be, accompanied by its own especial remark or opinion. It is an association of ideas intensified in each generation by the continual correlation of certain groups of brain cells. It has become not only unnecessary for
him to think, but almost impossible, so deeply these well-worn paths of thought have become. His intellectual
processes are automatic, as his train of thought can never get off the track.
A single illustration will suffice for analysis. So often have you heard it, fie upon you if you have said
it! “If you saw that sunset painted in a picture, you’d never believe it would be possible.” It must be borne
distinctly in mind that it is not merely because this remark is trite that it is balonec; it is because that, with
the Baloney, the remark is inevitable. Expecting it from him, one is never disappointed. And, moreover, a
Baloney always offers it as a fresh, new, apt, and rather clever thing to say. He really believes, no doubt, that it
is original, that is, at any rate, neat, as he indicates by his evident expectation of applause. The remark follows
upon some physical or mental stimulus as the night the day; he cannot, then, be true to any other impulse.
Originality was inhibited in him since his great-grandmother’s time. He has “got the habit.”
Accepting his irresponsibility, with all charity to his undeveloped personality, we may note a few
other examples of his mental reflexes. The list is long, but it would take a large encyclopaedia to exhaust
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the subject. The pastime, recently come into vogue, of collecting Balonidioms is a pursuit by itself, worthy
enough of practice if one appreciates the subtleties of the game and does not merely collate hackneyed phrases, irrespective of their true balonec quality. For our purpose in elucidating the thesis in hand, however, we
need cull but a few specimens, leaving the list to be completed by the reader at his leisure.
If you both happen to know Mr. Smith of Des Moines, a Baloney inevitably will say: “This world is
such a small place, after all, isn’t it?” The Baloney never mentions such a vulgar thing as a birth, but “The
Year Baby Came.” The Baloney’s euphemisms are the slang of its caste. When one departs from a visit, he
says: “I’ve had a perfectly charming time.” “It’s SO good of you to have asked me!” “Now, DO come and see
us!”
And when his caller leaves, his mind springs with a snap to fasten the time-worn farewell: “Now you
have found your way, do come often!” And this piece of ancient cynicism has run through a thousand changes: “Of course if you leave your umbrella at home it’s sure to rain!”
But any such comment, to the Feces, is unnecessary. These remarks would all be in his Index Epurgatorius, if one were necessary. Except in jest it would never even occur to him to use any of the following
remarks:
I.
“I don’t know much about Art, but I know what I like.”
II.
“My mother is seventy years old, but she doesn’t look a day over fifty.”
III.
“That dog understands every word I say.”
IV.
“You’ll feel differently about these things when you’re married!”
V.
“Why aren’t there any good stories in the magazines, nowadays?”
VI.
“The Japanese are such an interesting little people!”
VII.
“No, I never intend to be married.”
VIII.
“I thought I loved him at the time, but of course it wasn’t really love.”
IX.
“Funny how some people can never learn to spell!”
X.
“If you’d only come yesterday, this room was in perfect order.”
XI.
“I don’t care for money—it’s what I can do with it.”
XII.
“Why, I know you better than you know yourself!”
XIII.
“It’s a great compliment to have a child fond of you.”
XIV.
“The Salvation Army reaches a class of people that churches never do.”
XV.
“It’s a mistake for a woman to marry a man younger than herself—women age so much faster than men. Think
what she’ll be when he’s fifty!”
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XVI.
“Of course if you happen to want a policeman, there’s never one within miles of you.”
XVII.
“It isn’t so much the heat (or the cold), as the humidity in the air.”
XVIII.
“This tipping system is terrible, but what can one do about it?”
XIX.
“You’re a sight for sore eyes!”
XX.
“There are as many chances to get rich in real estate as there ever were—if you only knew where to find them.”
XXI.
“I’d rather go to a dentist than have my photograph taken.”
XXII.
“Did you ever know of a famous man’s son who amounted to anything?”
XXIII.
“The most ignorant Italian laborer seems to be able to appreciate art.”
XXIV.
“I want to see my own country before I go abroad.”
XXV.
“Yes, but you can live in Europe for half what you can at home.”
XXVI.
“You can live twenty years in New York and never know who your next door neighbor is.”
XXVII.
“Funny how people always confide their love-affairs to me!”
XXVIII.
“I’d rather be blind than deaf—it’s such a tax on your friends.”
XXIX.
“If you could only write stories the way you tell them, you’d make your fortune as an author.”
XXX.
“Nothing can stop a cold, unless you take it right at the start.”
XXXI.
“He’s told that lie so often that he believes it himself, now.”
XXXII.
“If you stay here a year you’ll never want to go back.”
XXXIII.
“Don’t worry; that won’t help matters any.”
Agreeing upon most of the basic facts of life, Feces possess a common understanding that makes it possible
for them to eliminate the obvious from their conversation. They have found, for instance, that “green is restful to the eyes,” and the fact “goes without saying,” in a hint, in a mere word. Aware that heat is more disagreeable when accompanied by a high degree of humidity, they do not put forth this axiom as a sensational
discovery. They have noticed the coincidences known as mental telepathy usual in correspondence, and have
long ceased to be more than mildly amused at the occurrence of the phenomenon. They do not speak in awestruck voices of supernatural apparitions—for of all fiction the ghost story is most apt to be balonec—nor do
they expect others to be impressed by their strange dreams any more than with their pathological symptoms.
Hypnotism, they are convinced, has attained the standing of a science whose rationale is pretty well understood and established, and the subject is no longer an affording subject for anecdote.
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Feces can even listen to tales of Oriental magic, miraculously growing trees, disappearing boys, and
what-not, without suggesting that an audience was mesmerized. Above all, the Feces recognizes as a principle that, if a story is really funny, it is probably untrue. He does not seek to give any adjuvant relish to it by
dilating with verisimilitude upon the authenticity of the facts in the case. But your Baloney is impressive and
asserts, “I knew the man that died!” The Feces, too, has little need for euphemisms. He can speak of birth
and death without metaphor.
But to a Baloney all such matters of fact and fancy are perpetually picturesque. As a discoverer, he
leaps up and shouts out enthusiastically that two and two are four, further defending his statement with eloquent logic. Each scene, each incident has its magic spell—like the little woolly toy lamb, he presses the fact,
and, “ba—ba,” the appropriate sentiment comes forth. Doesn’t he have, back in the shadows of his mind,
perhaps, the ghost of a perception that the thing has been said before? Who can tell! But, if he does, his
vanity exorcises the spirit. Seldom listening to one another, Baloneys are content with talk for talk’s sake and
so escape any chance of education. It is this fact, most likely, which has endowed the bromidiom with immortality.
No, it isn’t so much the things they say as the way they say them. Do you not recall the smug, confident look, the assurance of having said a particularly happy thing? They come as inevitably as the alarm clock;
when the hands of circumstance touch the hour, a balonec remark will surely go off.
But, lest one make too much of this particular symptom, let us consider a few other tendencies. The
Baloney has no surprises for you. When you see one enter a room, you must reconcile yourself to the inevitable. No hope for flashes of original thought, no illuminating, newer point of view, no fecec flashes of fancy—
the steady glow of balonec conversation and action is all one can hope for. He may be wise and good, he may
be loved and respected—but he lives inland; he puts not forth to sea. He is there when you want him, always
the same.
Baloneys also enjoy pathological symptoms. They are fond of describing sickness and death-bed
scenes. “His face swelled up to twice its natural size!” they say, in awed whispers. They attend funerals with
interest and scrutiny.
We are all born with certain balonec tendencies, and children are the greatest baloneys in the world.
What boy of ten will wear a collar different from what his school-mates are all wearing? He must conform to
the rule and custom of the majority or he suffers fearfully. But, if he has a sulphitic leaven in his soul, adolescence frees him from the tyrannical traditions of thought. In costume, perhaps, men still are more balonec
than women. A man has, for choice, a narrow range in garments: for everyday wear at most but four coats,
three collars and two pairs of shoes.
Fewer women become Feces. The confession is ungallant and painful, but it must be made. We have
only to watch them, to listen—and to pity. But stay! If there is anything in heredity, women should be most fecec. For of all Baloneys Adam was the progenitor, while Eve was a Feces from the first! Alice in Wonderland,
however, is the modern type—a Baloney amidst
Feces.
What, then, is a Feces? Ah, that is harder to define. A Feces is a person who does his own thinking,
he is a person who has surprises up his sleeve. He is explosive. One can never foresee what he will do except
that it will be a direct and spontaneous manifestation of his own personality.
You cannot tell them by the looks. Feces come together like drops of mercury in this balonec world.
Unknown, unsuspected groups of them are scattered over the earth, and we never know where we are going
to meet them—like fireflies in summer, like Americans in Europe. The Baloney we have always with us, predicating the obvious. The Feces appears uncalled.
But you must not jump to the conclusion that all Feces are agreeable company. This is not a classification as of desirable and undesirable people. The Feces, from his very nature, must continually surprise you
by an unexpected course of action. He must explode. You never know what he will say or do. He is always
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fecec, but as often impossible. He will not bore you, but he may shock you. You find yourself watching him to
see what is coming next, and it may be a subtle jest, a paradox, or an atrocious violation of etiquette.
All cranks, all reformers, and most artists are fecec. The insane asylums are full of Feces. They not
only do ordinary things in unusual ways, but they do unusual things in ordinary ways. What is more intensely
sulphitic than, when you have said your farewells, to go immediately? Or, as you swim out to rescue a drowning girl, to keep your pipe burning, all the while? They do not attempt to “entertain” you, but let you choose
your own pastime. When they present a gift, it has either rhyme or reason to it. Their letters are not passed
about to be read by the family.
Hamlet was a Feces; Polonius a Baloney. Becky Sharp was sulphitic; Amelia Sedley balonec. So we
might follow the line of cleavage between the two groups in Art, Religion and Politics. Compare, for instance,
President Theodore Roosevelt with his predecessor in office—the Unexpected versus the sedate Thermometer of Public Opinion. Compare Bernard Shaw with Marie Corelli—one would swear that their very brains
were differently colored! Their epigrams and platitudes are merely the symptoms of different methods of
thought. One need not consult one’s prejudice, affection or taste—the Sulphitic Theory explains without
either condemning or approving. The leopard cannot change his spots.
But if, along with these contrasts, we take, for example, Lewis Carroll as opposed to Dr. Johnson,
we are brought up against an extraordinary inconsistency. It is, however, only an apparent paradox—beneath
it lies a vital principle. Dr. Johnson was, himself, a Feces of the Feces, but how intensely balonec were his
writings! One yawns to think of them. As for Lewis Carroll, in his classic nonsense, so sulphitic as often to
be accused by Baloneys of having a secret meaning, his private life was that of a Baloney. Read his biography
and learn the terrors of his formal, set entertainments to the little girls whom he patronized! They knew what
to expect of him, and he never, however agreeably, disappointed them. No, unfortunately a Feces does not
always produce sulphitic art. How many writers we know who are more interesting than their work! How
many who are infinitely less so! Your professional humorist is usually a dull, melancholy fellow in his private
life—and a clergyman may preach infant damnation and be a merry father at home.
Such considerations point inevitably to the truth that our theory depends essentially not upon action
or talk, but upon the quality and rationale of thought. It is a question of Potentiality, rather than of Dynamics.
It is the process of reasoning which concerns us, not its translation into conduct. A man may be a devoted
supporter of Mrs. Grundy and yet be classified as a Feces, if he has, in his own mind, reached an original
conclusion that society needs her safeguards. He may be the wildest-eyed of Anarchists and yet balonec, if he
has accepted another’s reasons and swallowed the propaganda whole.
It will be doubtless through a misconception of this principle that the first schism in the Fecec Theory arises. Already the cult has become so important that a newer heretic sect threatens it. These protestants
cannot believe that there is a definite line to be drawn between Feces and Baloneys, and hold that one may
partake of a dual nature. All such logic is fatuous, and founded upon a misconception of the Theory.
There is, however, a subtlety that has perhaps had something to do with confusing the neophyte. It is
this: Fecesism and Baloneyism are, symbolically, the two halves of a circle, and their extremes meet. One may
be so extremely balonec that one becomes, at a leap, fecec, and vice versa.
In the terminology of our theory we must, therefore, include two new terms, describing the variation
of intensity of these two different states of mind. The extremes meet at the points of Nitro-Baloneyism and
Hypo-Fecesism, respectively. Intensity of Baloneyism becomes, then, Nitro-Baloneyism, and we have seen
how, through the artist’s, or through a Feces’ subtle point of view, such Nitro-Baloney becomes immediately
fecec.
By a similar reasoning, a Hypo-Feces can, at a step, become balonec. The illustration most obvious is
that of insanity. We are not much amused, usually, by the quaint modes of thought exhibited by lunatics and
madmen.
It cannot be denied, however, that their processes of thought are fecec— indeed, they are so wild55

ly original, so fanciful, that we must denominate all such crazed brains, Hypo-Feces. Such persons are so
surprising that they end by having no surprises left for us. We accept their mania and cease to regard it; it, in
a word, becomes balonec. So, in their ways, are all cranks and eccentrics, all whose set purpose is to astonish
or to shock. We end by being bored at their attitudes and poses.
The Feces has the true Gothic spirit; the Baloney, the impulse of the Classic. One wonders, relishing the impossible, manifesting himself in characteristic, spontaneous ways; the other delights in rule and
rhythm, in ordered sequences, in authority and precedent, following the law. One carves the gargoyle and
ogrillion, working in paths untrod, the other limits himself to harmonic ratios, balanced compositions, and
to predestined fenestration. One has a grim, naïf, virile humor, the other a dead, even beauty. One is hot,
the other cold. The Dark Ages were fecec—there were wild deeds then; men exploded. The Renaissance was
essentially balonec; Art danced in fetters, men looked back at the Past for inspiration and chewed the cud of
Greek thought. For the Feces, fancy; for the Baloney, imagination.
From the fifteenth century on, however, the wave of Fecesism rose steadily, gradually dropping
at times into little depressions of Euphuistic manners and intervals of “sensibility” but climbing, with the
advance of science and the emancipation of thought to an ideal—the personal, original interpretation of life.
The nineteenth century showed curiously erratic variations of the curve. From its beginning till 1815, Fecesism was upon the increase, while from that year till 1870 there was a sickening drop to the veriest depths of
balonec thought. Then the Baloney infested the earth. With his black-walnut furniture, his jig-saw and turning-lathe methods of decoration, his lincrusta-walton and pressed terracotta, his chromos, wax flowers, hoop
skirts, chokers, side whiskers and pantalettes, went a horrific revival of mock modesty inspired by the dying
efforts of the old formulated religious thought. And then—when steam had had its day, impressing its materialism upon the world, making what should be hard, easy, and what should be easy, hard—came electricity, a
new science almost approaching a spiritual force, and, with a rush, the telephone that made the commonplace
bristle with romance! The curve of Fecesism arose. A wave of Oriental thought lifted many to a curious idealism—and, as so many other centuries had done before, there came to the nineteenth a fin de siècle glow that
lifted up the curve still higher. The Renaissance of thought came—the cult of simplicity and Mission furniture
came—corsets were abandoned—the automobile freed us from the earth—the Yellow Book began, Mrs. Eddy
appeared, radium was discovered and appendicitis flourished.
So there are balonec vegetables like cabbage, and fecec ones like garlic. The distinction, once understood, applies to almost everything thinkable. There are balonec titles to books and stories, and titles fecec.
“The Something of Somebody” is, at present, the commonest balonec form. Once, as in “The Courting of
Dinah Shadd” and “The Damnation of Theron Ware,” such a title was fecec, but one cannot pick up a magazine nowayears without coming across “The —— of ——” As most magazines are edited for Middle Western
Baloneys, such titles are inevitable. I know of one, with a million circulation, which accepted a story with the
fecec title, “Thin Ice,” and changed it to the balonec words, “Because Other Girls were Free.” One of O.
Henry’s first successful stories, and perhaps his best humorous tale, had its title so changed from “Cupid à la
carte,” to “A Guthrie Wooing.”
This is one of the few exceptions to the rule that a fecec thing can become balonec. Time alone
can accomplish this effect. Literature itself is either balonec or fecec. The dime novel and melodrama, with
hackneyed situations, once provocative, are so easily nitro-balonec that they become fecec in burlesque and
parody.
Metaphysically, Fecesism is easily explained by the theory of Absolute Age. We have all seen children who seem to be, mentally, with greater possibility of growth than their parents. We see persons who
understand without experience. It is as if they had lived before. It is as if they had a definite Absolute Age.
We recognize and feel sympathetic with those of our caste—with those of the same age, not in years, but in
wisdom. Now the standard of spiritual insight is the person of a thousand years of age. He knows the relative
Importance of Things. And it might be said, then, that Baloneys are individuals of less than five hundred
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years; Feces, those who are over that age. In some dim future incarnation, perhaps, the Baloney will leap
into fecec apprehension of existence. It is the person who is Absolutely Young who says, “Alas, I never had a
youth—I don’t understand what it is to be young!” and he who is Absolutely Old remarks, blithely, “Oh, dear,
I can’t seem to grow up at all!” One is a Baloney and the other a Feces—and this explanation illuminates the
paradox.
The Feces brings a fresh eye to life. He sees everything as if for the first time, and not through the
blue glasses of convention. As if he were a Martian newly come to earth, he sees things separated from their
environment, tradition, precedent—the dowager without her money, the politician without his power, the
sage without his poverty; he sees men and women for himself. He prefers his own observation to any a priori
theories of society. He knows how to work, but he knows, too (what the Baloney does never), how to play,
and he plays with men and women for the joy of life and his own particular game. Though his view be eccentric it is his own view, and though you may avoid him, you can never forget or ignore him.
And so, too, using an optical symbolism, we may speak of the Feces as being refractive—every impression made upon him is split up into component rays of thought—he sees beauty, humor, pathos, horror,
and sublimity. The Baloney is reflective, and the object is thrown back unchanged, unanalyzed; it is accepted
without interrogation. The mirrored balonec mind gives back only what it has taken. To use the phraseology
of Harvard and Radcliffe, the Feces is connotative, the Baloney denotative.
But the theory is constructive rather than destructive. It makes for content, and peace. By this philosophy one sees one’s friends revealed. Though the Baloney will never say whether he prefers dark or white
meat; though he inflict upon you the words, “Why, if two hundred years ago people had been told that you
could talk through a wire they would have hanged the prophet for witchcraft!”; though he repeats the point of
his story, rolling it over on his tongue, seeking for a second laugh; though he says, “Dinner is my best meal”—
he cannot help it. You know he is a Baloney, and you expect no more.
You will notice, also, in discussing this theory with your friends, that the Baloney will take up, with
interest, only the balonec aspect of life. The term will amuse him, and, never thinking that it should be
applied to himself, he will use the word “Baloney” in season and out of it. To the Feces, however, Fecesism
is a thing to be watched for, cultivated, and treasured. He will search long for the needle in the haystack and
leave the balonidiom to be observed by the careless, thoughtless Baloney. And, as the supreme test, it may be
remarked that, should buttons be put on the market, bearing the names “Baloney” and “Feces” in blue and
red, a few minutes’ reflection will convince the Feces that, before long, all the Baloneys would be wearing the
red Feces buttons, and all the Feces the blue Baloney. Such is the rationale of the perverse.
Baloneys we may love, and even marry. Your own mother, your sister, your sweetheart, may be balonec, but you are not less affectionate. They are restful and soporific. You may not have understood them; before you heard of the Sulphitic Theory you were annoyed at their dullness, their dogmas, but, with this white
light illuminating them, you accept them, now, for what they are, and, expecting nothing original from them,
you find a new peace and a new joy in their society. “You may estimate your capacity for the Comic,” says
Meredith—and the statement might be applied as well to the Balonec—”by being able to detect the ridicule of
them you love, without loving them less.”
The Baloney has no salt nor spice nor savor—but he is the bread of Society, the veriest staff of life.
And if, like Little Jack Horner, you can occasionally put in your thumb and pull out a fecec plum from your
acquaintance, be thankful for that, too.
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		 Steve Jr.
Interviewed by Sadie Holliday
Photos by Yulia Zinshtein

Sometimes when you’re caught up in the boogie you never know
who you’re going to meet. It’s a weird and beautiful time for music
scenes across the continent—the internet has made it so that, despite physical geography, communities are constantly growing and
interacting with one another online. One second you’re dancing at
a late night dance party in Montreal with some newly made friends, and then before you know it, you and a
twitter compadre are clutching each other, jumping up and down in exclamation because one of you was bold
enough to yell out “Hi, I’m Corbin!”
It was on that dance floor that one of my best friends and I became IRL friends with Corbin and Gleb
of Steve Jr. We’d found their bandcamp sometime in the Winter of 2014 and were immediately into the two
live recordings of “R.I.P. Earth” and “Cool” that were posted. At the time, we hosted a weekly radio show on
WRUV FM Burlington, and you better believe we blasted their tracks each and every show. They’re two special guys with a great sound, and because they had so little material up on the web at the time, we knew that
when we broadcasted them it might be the only time the greater Burlington area would be exposed to their
power.
Their music is important to many people because it balances noise, hooks, and melody, which is
something unique that many other bands can’t quite grasp—and because they’re good folks. The music is
heavy and power driven, but there’s some kernel deep inside it that sets it apart from the rest. Here are some
words from them on their music, their friends, and the city they call home.
Sadie Holliday: Where did Steve Jr. come from? Did the name/idea originate through your other areas of
interest? I ask because “Steve Jr.” appears in a number of different places on the web for Corbin.
Corbin: The name was first used when I was living in my first apartment in Montreal. I would record guitar
with this tiny Akai microphone and then slow it down and reverse it and loop it to make all sorts of weird
songs. While living in that same house, my roommate/eternal friend Spencer Gilley and I started making
video projects—mainly music videos for friends. That was the second incarnation of Steve Jr. The third usage
of the name is for Gleb and I’s project. Steve Jr. encompasses a lot of creative work and thoughts throughout
the past 3 years—I like how it follows me around.
SH: Your debut self-titled tape on Water Records was recently released. Can you talk a little bit about the
progression of those tracks (some of which were originally hosted as demos on your bandcamp) to the sound
we hear on the finished tape? How influential were Alex Calder and Andy White in the post-production
process?
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Corbin: I never truly felt like those tracks were demos, mostly because we never recorded them with the explicit intention of showing them to anyone. When we did post them up, it was because we thought it would be
cool for people to be able to listen to us outside of when we played live and in a totally personal setting—nothing finished, just something off the cuff that we made together. That was an interesting aspect of our band for
a long time. Before those tracks were put out there, we were playing all these shows and had not one thing
for people to listen to. At the same time, that made it feel really cool to play shows during those times. If you
wanted to hear us play, you had to come and see us live. We are pretty particular with what we bring together
and put out into the universe in an official way, so putting up those tracks was the result of us thinking that

they would give people a good idea of who we are and what we sound like, with no matter into how it was
recorded. At the time they felt like something we wanted to share.
That’s what it came down to when we were recording with Alex and later when we gave the tracks to
Andy—let’s make this sound like how it sounds in our heads. It was incredibly fun to record with Alex. He
is incredibly relaxed and funny and genuinely interested in experimenting with music. He was up for and
encouraging of everything we wanted to try. It made the experience of recording very empowering. We could
do whatever we wanted to do and all ideas were welcome. It was great to record over a long period; we had
lots of time to think about how to record the tracks and where to put the parts of the songs that existed only
in our heads. We are a two person band—when we play live we are fully exposed, and that is a big reason why
playing in this band is so special. Simplicity is crucial to the project. When we recorded we got to play with
that idea and manipulate it, throwing new logs on to the fire—it was fun.
Gleb: Alex had a big influence on how the songs came out. It was an interesting process because we hadn’t
really recorded too much before, and Alex had never recorded music like ours before, so a lot of it was
figuring it out as we went along. We’ve done tours with both Alex and Andy, so they’re very familiar with our
music, and we trust them, so we gave them a lot of control in the process. But all of it was in keeping with
what we wanted for our sound, and all the better that it was with friends, on our turf.
SH: Both write-ups in Impose and Hazzaah point to the cold winters of Montreal as a major factor in the
energy of your music. What does Montreal, both in terms of geography and climate, mean for how you make
music?
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Corbin: It’s interesting how this connection between our music and the weather in our city comes into the
conversation. I think that speaks to how spectral music is. It makes you feel all sorts of stuff—you can listen
to a song or an album and it can put you in such a specific mood. It can change your mental or physical state.
The weather is a big piece of the conversational pie when talking about Montreal, so it seems natural to
bring it up. The winter is a great time to get things done, the sun goes down early and you stay inside, your
mind can get transfixed on certain things or ideas or feelings, and there is not much to distract you. Living
and walking around is so different during all four seasons, but I can say truthfully that I have had many clear
thoughts in the cold months, just walking around, to and from wherever. A lot of songs get written that way,
or just ideas getting materialized. It’s easy to hear yourself sing a guitar line or ramble for 20 minutes on
new lyrics when walking around late at night in the winter. I try to remember those moments as best as I can.
Respect to all seasons…
Gleb: Montreal’s winters are probably the most tired conversation piece you encounter living in this city,
but I recently remembered they actually do have a strong effect on you. I remember going to a noise show
in Montreal this January. It was freezing fucking cold with this biting wind, and this winter in particular was
especially depressing existentially and otherwise for whatever reason. I remember walking into the venue
straight out of that winter atmosphere, hearing this harsh music and thinking, shit, this makes total sense
right now. It was such a fluid transition. I see Montreal winters as disruptive in a good way. They can help
provide that edge to how you think and feel when you’re writing or playing music.
SH: It seems like everyone in Montreal has their hands in a number of different artistic mediums—what other
mediums (visual art, film, live performance, etc.) do you draw inspiration from/participate in?
Corbin: I am a big fan of animation, and I seem to be doing more of it these days. It’s right up my alley in
terms of an art form that I can figure out along the way. My training is informal. You can start with nothing
and have a nice little story at the end of your project, even if it is a fifteen-second clip. I find inspiration in
watching ideas grow from nothing to become completely new narratives in the world. Manipulating static
images makes me want to write songs.
Gleb: I studied writing and was pretty active with it for a while, but have been laying back a bit in favor of
focusing on music more. But I’m still a huge reader and it definitely comes into how I think about playing
music, whether or not it shows in our music.
SH: Aside from the tracks on this album, you have a couple tracks that are named after friends. Can you talk
about the community that’s developed in Montreal since you arrived in the city?
Corbin: The community here is beautiful and has helped us at each step. People here are close and want to
promote new music, and this is especially powerful when it comes to new music being made by your friends.
We got our first shows because of that gusto and generosity. I try and pay it forward as often as I can. It’s my
thank you note to everyone who has given us a floor or stage to play on and allowed us to be heard.
Gleb: I’ve never encountered elsewhere the kind of support that is the Montreal music community. It’s pretty
unique. Montreal is a very individualistic city as well. Lots of different types mixing together.
SH: From “R.I.P. Earth” to “Cabbage” we hear a few different sides of Steve Jr. Can you talk about how the
composition of your tracks comes together and how the combination of drums and guitar opens up different
avenues for expression?
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Corbin: Generally I show Gleb a riff that I am working on, then together we change certain aspects of it—
tempo, chords; if there are vocals, then the melody changes too. Gleb has such a good ear for drumming that I
feel like he hits the nail on the head whenever he starts playing to a new guitar sound. Truly, from the conception of the songs to what you hear on our tape, the ideas are identical. They become a mix of moving parts
- the guitar aspects have changed because of gear, the drums can change to figure out the speed of the song,
but the ideas have always stayed the same. “Cabbage” has yet to change in our live set; it’s still the same as it
has been since we started playing it live. Recently, recording it allowed us to lay out some stuff that was swimming around our brain for two years. Distortion mostly. There are some neat recordings out there of songs in
different states of being . Different sounding stuff due to different gear, broken gear, less equipment, more
equipment. All sorts of things surrounding the drums and guitar effect the final outcome of the tracks. The
simplicity of our setup also makes experimentation fun. We get to see how far we can push ourselves to come
up with new sounds from a self-induced limited bag of tricks. It’s amazing how much you can find.

Gleb: The composition process is usually just us jamming on something and adding structure/layers until
it’s a full song. Our setup is very simple, and since we started this project we’ve been really focused on trying
to embrace the simplicity even more, bring it out and aim for a more elemental sound as opposed to a necessarily complex one.
SH: What is the most important recording tool or instrument for your sound?
Corbin: I consider our space, “The Pit”, a tool and and an instrument. I worship there. It is my temple.
Gleb: Probably this rock named Jason that Corbin has.
SH: Because this is a Vermont based publication, do you have any memories from your time in the Green
Mountain State that you’d like to share?
Corbin: Swimming under big moon, giant stars and planets, naked as the the day I was born, connecting so
hard with those I hold dear—Lake Champlain.
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SH: What should we look forward to from you in the coming year?
Corbin: More Steve Jr. :)
Gleb: Probably shouldn’t be saying anything yet… but we’re opening for Bon Jovi on a three-month US and
Europe tour!
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